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Abstract 
An ASL-like kernel language for structured specifications is presented which contains 
observability operators for determining the observable behaviour, the observational quotient 
and, as a derived operator, the observational abstraction of a specification. Sound and complete 
infinitary proof systems for first-order properties of specifications and for proving implementa- 
tion relations between specifications are provided. The relationships to approaches based on an 
observational satisfaction relation are discussed. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Algebraic specification languages 
Algebraic specifications provide means for describing data structures and programs 
in an abstract, property-oriented way. Since the pioneering work of Guttag, Liskov. 
Zilles and the ADJ-group, the concept of data abstraction underlying the algebraic 
specification method has influenced the design of programming languages such as 
ADA and the object-oriented language Eiffel. Moreover, the algebraic approach is 
one of the principal candidates for industrializing formal specification and the design 
and development of correct software. 
The basic idea of the algebraic approach consists in describing data structures by 
giving the names of the different sets of data, the names of the functions and 
determining their characteristic properties using appropriate axioms. For the descrip- 
tion of large systems it is convenient to compose specifications in a modular way. 
Therefore, specification languages (such as CLEAR [12], ASL [SO], PLUSS [22, 71. 
ACT TWO [ 191, OBSCURE [36] and SPECTRUM [ 111) are based on “specification 
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building operators” that allow to build larger specifications from smaller ones. The 
wide-spectrum languages CIP-L [4], COLD [33], Larch [25] and Extended ML [34] 
include algebraic specifications and their structuring formalisms for specifying data 
types and programs. 
1.2. Observability 
An important role in program development is played by observability. For 
example, the notion of correct change of data structures can be based on this concept; 
other applications are the notion of equivalence between concurrent processes (cf. 
[l, 23) and the abstraction from single-step transitions to input&output operational 
semantics. Since the beginning of the eighties, observational approaches have found 
continuous interest in the area of algebraic specifications (see e.g. [24,50,43,46,51,39, 
5, 28, 371). 
One of the main reasons for the interest in observability in the area of software 
specification is a problem with the axiomatization of many standard data structures. 
In contrast with the idea that requirements should describe those properties which 
have to be satisfied by implementations, many classical refinements of, for instance, 
set-like data structures do not preserve all requirement axioms; a careful analysis 
shows that only the observable consequences of the axioms are preserved and these 
consequences are in general not finitely axiomatizable (without hidden symbols) using 
first-order logic (cf. [57, 533). Therefore, by using an observational approach to data 
refinement one is able to overcome this drawback. Moreover, using an observational 
approach several abstractions from a given problem can be studied depending on the 
notion of observation. 
1.3. Proof methods 
Proving is one of the principal activities in the process of formal program develop- 
ment. This ranges from proving valid consequences of a specification during the 
prototyping or testing phase for a requirement specification to the proof of program 
transformations and the correctness proof of implementations. The main proof 
techniques for algebraic specifications have their origin in equational Horn logic 
and term rewriting: specifications are tested by using term rewriting (as e.g. in 
OBJ [21], Asspegique [6]) or narrowing (as e.g. in RAP [23]). These methods are 
well-studied in the case of simple non-structured specifications (see e.g. [15]). For 
large systems of specifications built using the structuring operators of specification 
languages not so many results are known (for such proof systems see [45, 26, 27, 56, 
201 and recently [13]). The situation for the proof of observable properties and for the 
proof of correct implementations is similar: only a few papers consider proof tech- 
niques in an observational framework (cf. [49, 52, 8, 371) or proof methods for 
implementations of structured specifications (cf. [20, 56, 91). It is the aim of this paper 
to present a specification formalism including observability concepts and to provide 
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proof systems for first-order properties of structured specifications and for implemen- 
tations. 
1.4. Structured specijications with observability operators 
For the formation of structured specifications we consider seven specification 
building constructs: First we define in the tradition of ASL basic specifications 
(consisting of a signature and a set of axioms) and we define operators for renaming 
the symbols of a specification, exporting a (sub)signature from a specification, con- 
structing the combination (sum) of two specifications and for declaring a reachability 
constraint for the models of a specification. Then we introduce two observability 
operators which are both defined with respect to a given observational equality 
between the elements of an algebra. Intuitively, two elements are observationally 
equal if they cannot be distinguished by observable computations. Formally, the 
observable computations are specified with respect to a set Obs of observable sorts 
determining the (carrier sets of the) observable values and a set In of input sorts 
determining which input may be used for observable computations. Given an obser- 
vational equality one can consider for any algebra A the “behaviour” of A by 
identifying all elements which are observationally equal, i.e. are indistinguishable 
“from the outside”. 
Our first observability operator, called “observational behaviour”, describes for 
a given specification SP all algebras whose behaviour satisfies the requirements of SP, 
i.e. is a model of SP. For instance, the behaviour of a list structure satisfies the usual 
set properties if only membership tests are observable. This operator is particularly 
suited for establishing “behavioural” implementation relations between specifications. 
The second observability operator, called “observational quotient”, constructs for 
a given specification SP the class of the behaviours of the models of SP. It turns out 
that this operator is very useful as a means for proving the correctness of “behav- 
ioural” implementations. Moreover, using observational quotient and observational 
behaviour one can define as a derived operator “observational abstraction” in the 
sense of [47] which forms the closure of the model class of a specification under an 
observational equivalence relation between algebras. 
1.5. Proof systems for spec$cations and implementations 
A central objective of this work is the development of a proof system for proving 
first-order properties of a specification in the presence of the observability operators. 
For this purpose we associate to each specification expression particular (so-called 
“non-logical”) axioms and rules which can be combined with any classical Hilbert- 
style proof system for first-order logic with equality. For dealing with reachability and 
observational equality we need semi-formal rules whose premises range either over 
a countably infinite set of (constructor) terms or over a countably infinite set of 
observable contexts. It is shown that for each specification expression the associated 
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proof system is sound and complete when combined with a sound and complete proof 
system for (many sorted) first-order logic with equality. 
Due to the expressive power of our specification language we can define a simple 
implementation notion for specifications which says that a specification SPl is an 
implementation of a specification SP if both specifications have the same signature 
and if the model class of SPl is included in the model class of SP (cf. also [SO]). Hence, 
as an important application of the proof system for structured specifications, we have 
that if the specification SP to be implemented is basic then SPl is an implementation 
of SP if (and only if) the axioms of SP can be derived using the proof system associated 
to SPl. In order to be able to prove implementation relations also in the case where 
the specification SP to be implemented is structured we provide a proof system for 
implementations that allows us to prove implementation relations inductively accord- 
ing to the modular structure of SP. It is shown that the proof system is sound and also 
complete (if the specification SP to be implemented contains no quotient construc- 
tion). 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the underlying notions of our 
approach are summarized. In Section 3, we present syntax, semantics and proof 
systems for structured specifications without observability operators. The specifica- 
tion formalism is extended to the observability operators in Section 4 and the proof 
systems are extended to the observability operators in Section 5. In Section 6, 
implementation relations and the corresponding proof system are presented. The 
relationships of our approach to other concepts in the literature and observational 
theories are discussed in Section 7. Finally, we end with some concluding remarks in 
Section 8. 
2. Algebraic preliminaries 
In this section the basic notions of algebraic specifications and the underlying 
assumptions and notations which will be used hereafter are summarized (for more 
details see e.g. [19, 551). 
2.1. Signatures and algebras 
A (many sorted) signature C is a pair (S, F) where S is a set of sorts and F is a set of 
function symbols. To each function symbol f~ F a functionality sl, . . . , s, -+ s with 
sl, . . . , s,,, s E S is associated whereby s is called the range off and denoted by range( f ). 
If n = 0 then f is called constant of sort s. We often indicate the functionality of 
a function symbol f by f: sl, . . . , s, + s. Sometimes the set of sorts of C is denoted by 
Sorts(C) and the set of function symbols of C is denoted by Opns(C). 
A signature morphism o : C -+ Y between two signatures C = (S, F) and C’ = (S’, F’) 
is a pair (oSorts, oopns) of mappings osorts : S + s’, cOpns : F + F’ such that for all f E F with 
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functionality si, . , s, -+ s, (TO&) has functionality ~s~&I), . . , ~Sarts(~n) -+ ~.s~&). 
If S c S’ and F G E” then C is called subsignature of C’ (denoted by C c C’). 
A total C-algebra A = ((A,),.,, (fA),-tF) over a signature C = (S, F) consists of 
a family of carrier sets (A,),ES and a family of (total) functions (fA)/EF such thatfA : AsI 
x .. x A,,, + A, iffhas functionality s,, , s, --+ s (if n = 0 thenfA denotes a constant 
object of A,). Throughout this paper we always assume that the carrier sets A, of 
a C-algebra A are not empty for all SES. 
A C-algebra A0 is called subalgebra of a C-algebra A if (A,), c A, for all s E S and if 
for allf6 F the restriktion offA to A,, is the functionfAO. The category of all C-algebras 
with the usual notion of C-homomorphism is denoted by Alg(C). For any class C of 
C-algebras, Iso denotes the closure of C under C-isomorphism, i.e. Iso =dcr 
(A E Alg(Z) 1 A is isomorphic to some BE C]. 
The reduct of a Z-algebra A w.r.t. a signature morphism cr : I+ C’ is denoted by Al, 
i.e. (Alb)S =&f A,(,, for all s E S and fA’- =def o(f)“. In particular, the reduct of A to a 
subsignature C G Z’ is denoted by Al,. Analogously, if C is a class of C’-algebras then 
the reduct of C w.r.t. a signature morphism CJ: C -+ C’ is the class Cl, = i Al, 1 A E Cl 
and the reduct of C to a subsignature .Z G C’ is the class Cl, = {AI, 1 A E C). 
2.2. Terms 
Given an arbitrary S-sorted family X = (XJstS of sets X,, T(C,X) denotes the 
C-term algebra freely generated by X. An element t E T (1, X), is called a term of sort 
s with variables in X. In several occasions we will consider a subset In G S such that 
X, = (#I for all s E S\In and X, # 8 for all s E In. Due to the requirement of non-empty 
carrier sets from above we will then always assume that the signature C is sensible 
u’.r.t. In which means that for all s E S\In (and hence for all s E S) there exists a term t of 
sort s which is built using function symbols of 1 and variables of the non-empty sets 
X,, with s’~In. A term t without variable is called ground term. 
If A is a total Z-algebra then a valuation c(: X + A is a family of mappings 
(a,: X, + AJSEs. Any valuation x:X + A uniquely extends to a C-homomorphism 
I,: T (1, X) -+ A. called the interpretation associated to x. 
2.3. Partial and total congruences 
Let C = (S, F) be a signature. A partial C-congruence on a C-algebra A is a family 
-A -  ( =.A,s)sts of partial equivalence relations (i.e. symmetric and transitive rela- 
tions) %A,s on A, compatible with the signature C, i.e. for allf6 F with functionality 
S, x .‘. x S, -+s and for all a, biEA,,, if Ui z~,~, hi then ,fA(al, . . . . a,,) %A,\ 
fA(b,, . , b,).’ A E-congruence =A is total if a z:A a for all UE A, i.e. if the rela- 
tions zA,s are reflexive. The “definition domain” of a partial congruence zA, 
’ In the sequel we will often omit the index s and write a n~.~ h instead of a zA,s h 
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denoted by Dom( z,,J, is defined by Dom( %,.J =def {u E A 1 a zA a} and is a subalgebra 
of A. Moreover, the restriction of z:A to Dom(zJ is a total C-congruence on 
Dom( z,J and the quotient algebra of Dom( %A) by %a is defined as usual and denoted 
by Dom( z,J/ x,. 
2.4. Formulas and theories 
In the sequel of this paper we assume given, for each signature C with sorts(C) = S, 
an arbitrary but fixed family X = (XJseS of countably infinite sets X, of variables of 
sort s E S. First-order C-formulas (or briefly Z-formulas) are built from equations t =s r 
(with t, r E T (C, X), and s E S),’ the logical connectives 1, A and the quantifier V. In 
addition, C-formulas with existential quantifier 3 or with the connectives v , 3, etc., 
are defined as usual. For any term t, Var(t) denotes the set of variables occurring in t. 
The set of thefree variables of a C-formula 4 is defined as usual. A C-formula without 
free variables is called a C-sentence. 
A Z-algebra A satisfies a C-formula 4, denoted by A I= 4, if A satisfies 4 for all 
valuations a : X + A, denoted by A, SI + 4, in the usual sense of many sorted first- 
order logic with equality. In particular, A, c( + t = r iff Z,(t) = I,(r), i.e. the equality 
symbol “ = ” is interpreted in the carrier sets of a Z-algebra by the set-theoretic 
equality. Due to the requirement of non-empty carrier sets no pathological situations 
can occur with respect to the satisfaction relation (cf. [35]). The notation A /= 4 is 
extended in a straightforward way to classes of algebras and sets of formulas. For 
instance, if C is a class of C-algebras then C k 4 means that A k 4 for all A E C. The 
theory of a class C of C-algebras is the set Th(C) =&f {C-formula $J 1 C + 4}. 
2.5. Relational signatures, structures and relational formulas 
For technical reasons it will sometimes be necessary to consider signatures with 
predicate symbols (which in the context of specifications will always be “hidden” 
symbols). For this purpose we need the following extended notions: A (many sorted) 
relational signature C’ is a triple (S, F, P) where C = (S, F) is a signature and P is a set 
of predicate symbols. To each predicate symbol PEP an arity sl, . . . , s, with 
Sl. ... 2 S,E S is associated. We often indicate the arity of a predicate symbol p by 
p:s1, . . . ,s,. The set of predicate symbols of 1’ is also denoted by Preds(C’). It is 
obvious that any signature C = (S, F) can be considered as a relational signature with 
an empty set of predicate symbols. The notions of subsignature and signature mor- 
phism are extended to relational signatures in a straightforward way. It is well-known 
that the category of relational signatures and relational signature morphisms has 
pushouts. Given morphisms c1 : C’ + Cl’ and u2 : Z’ + C2’ then the corresponding 
pushout signature is denoted by PO(ai, aJ. 
‘We usually omit the index s and write t = r instead of t =s r. 
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A C’-structure A’ is a triple ((A:),.,, (fA’)f,F, (pA’),,p) where ((A:),,,, (fA’),.tl,) is 
a C-algebra and any predicate symbol PEP with arity si, . ,s, is interpreted by 
a relation pA’ E A:, x ... x A:,. The class of all C’-structures is denoted by Struct(C’). 
The notions of the reduct of a Y-structure and of the reduct of a class of Z-structures 
are defined analogously to the non-relational case. 
Let C’ = (S, F, P) be a relational signature and C = (S, F). First-order C’-formulas 
(or briefly Z-formulas) are built from atomic formulas p(tl, . . . , t,) (where PEP has 
arity si, . , s, and ti E T (1, X),,) and from Z-formulas (cf. Section 2.4) in the usual way. 
A C’-structure A’ satisfies a C’-formula 4, denoted by A’ /= 4, if A’ satisfies $ for all 
valuations x : X -+ A’, denoted by A’, r /= 4, in the usual sense of first-order logic with 
equality. 
Let T be a set of Y-formulas and let II be a sound and complete proof system for 
many sorted first-order logic with equality. For a Y-formula 4, we write T E C$ if the 
formula C$ is deducible from T using the axioms and rules of 17. T is called consistent if 
not all Y-formulas are deducible from T by the axioms and rules of n. In particular, 
T is consistent if and only if T I- false is not deducible. The class of all Y-structures 
which satisfy all Z-formulas 4~ T is denoted by Mod,,(T). Each Y-structure 
A’ E ModY( T ) is called a C’-model of T. We write T + C#J if Mod,,(T) I= 4, i.e. if all 
Z-models of T satisfy 4. Since ll is sound and complete we have T t- $I if and only if 
T I= 4. 
2.6. The extended omitting types theorem 
For proving the validity of formulas over specifications we will use proof systems 
that extend the usual Hilbert-style proof systems for first-order logic (cf. e.g. [3]) by 
“non-logical” axioms and, in some cases, by infinitary rules. Then the completeness of 
such proof systems is shown by using the “extended omitting types theorem” which 
needs the following definitions: 
Let 2” be a relational signature and let T and r be sets of Z-formulas. 
(1) A C’-structure A’ realizes I-, if there exists a valuation c( : X + A’ such that A’. x /= 
y for all y E r. 
(2) A Y-formula 4 is consistent with T if there exists a Z-model A’ of T and 
a valuation CI : X -+ A’ such that A’, x I= 4, i.e. if A’ realizes { +}. 
(3) T locally omits r, if for each Z-formula 4 consistent with T there exists y E r such 
that #J A iy is consistent with T. 
(4) A Z-structure A’ omits r if A’ does not realize r, i.e. if for all valuations c( : X -+ A’ 
there exists y E r such that A’, SI I= 1 :i. 
Then the “extended omitting types theorem” reads as follows (cf. e.g [14], p. 84): 
Theorem 2.1 (Extended omitting types theorem) Let C’ be a countable relational 
signature andfor each i E N, let ri be a set of C’-formulas such that onlyfinitely manyfree 
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variables occur in each set ri. If T is a consistent set of Y-sentences that locally omits 
each Ti then T has a countable C’-model A’E Mod,,(T) which omits each ri. 
3. Structured specifications 
3.1. Syntax and semantics of structured specifications 
In this subsection we introduce a set of fundamental operators for constructing 
structured specifications which will be extended by observability operators in Section 
4. Most of the operators defined below were already used in ASL (cf. [SO, 541) or 
similarly in [48]. In particular, we introduce a reachability operator which imposes 
a reachability constraint on a specification. A reachability constraint restricts the class 
of admissible models to those algebras which are reachable on a given set S, of 
(constrained) sorts with a given set F., of constructor functions. 
Definition 3.1. (1) Let C = (S, F) be a signature. A reachability constraint over ,Z is 
a pair B = (S,#, F,) such that FI G F and S,# = (sESI there is f~ F, with 
range(f) = s}. A sort s E S,# is called a constrained sort and a function symbolfE FM is 
called a constructor symbol (or briefly constructor). 
(2) A constructor term is a term t E T (I’, X’), of sort SE S where C’ = (S, F!#), 
X’ = (XL, with Xi = X, ifs E S\S, and Xi = 8 ifs E S#. The set of constructor terms 
is denoted by T,,#. 
(3) A C-algebra A satisfies a reachability constraint 93 = (S,, Fg), denoted by 
A I= 9, if for all s E S and for all a E A, there exists a constructor term t E T,,,# of sort 
s such that A, CI /= War(t). x = t where XEX,, x$Var(t) and CI :X + A is a valuation 
with E(X) = a.3 Thereby War(t) stands for 3x1 :sl .‘. 3x,:s, where x1, . . . ,x, are the 
variables (of sort sl, . . , s,) occurring in t. 
(Note that this definition is independent of the choice of X because X, is countably 
infinite for all s E S.) 
In the following definition of the syntax of specification expressions (briefly called 
specifications) we assume that “Spec” denotes the type of all specifications, “Senten- 
ces” denotes the type of all sets of first-order C-sentences, “Sig” denotes the type of all 
signatures, “Opns” (“Sorts” resp.) the type of all sets of function symbols (sorts resp.) 
and “Renaming” denotes the type of all bijective4 signature morphisms. Then speci- 
fications can be built according to the following constructs: 
3 Equivalently, one could simply require I,(t) = a. However, defining reachability by means of a formula 
will be useful in the context of proof systems for specifications. 
4 Considering bijective signature morphisms simplifies our reasoning on proof systems for specifications. 
We will see that renaming with respect to injective signature morphisms can be defined as a derived 
operator of the language. 
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Syntax qf structured specijcations: 
(1) (. , .): Sig, Sentences + Spec (“basic”) 
(2) rename. by. : Spec, Renaming + Spec (“renaming”) 
(3) .I. : Spec. Sig -+ Spec (“export”) 
(4) + . : Spec. Spec + Spec (“sum”) 
(5) reach. with. : Spec, Opns -+ Spec (“reach”) 
The semantics of a structured specification SP is given by its signature, denoted by 
Sig(SP), and by its class of models, denoted by Mod(SP). Note that the semantics of 
a specification is independent from a particular environment since we have. for 
simplicity, not included specification identifiers into the syntax of specifications. 
However. all results remain valid for specification expressions with identifiers inter- 
preted in an appropriate environment. 
Semantics of' structured specijcations: 
(1) Let C be a signature and E be a set of first-order C-sentences: 
Sig(cz, ‘%) =def & 
Mod((C, E)) =def(A~Alg(C)\A (= C#J for all GEE], 
(2) Let rr: Sig(SP) -+ C be a bijective signature morphism: 
Sig(rename SP by CJ) =+f C, 
Mod(rename SP by CT) =&f {A E Alg(C) 1 Al, E Mod(SP)j, 
(3) Let Z be a signature such that C C_ Sig(SP): 
Sig(Splz) =def c? 
Mo4W,) =def Mod(SP 
(4) Sig(SP1 + SP2) =,,,Sig(SPl)uSig(SP2), 
Mod(SP1 + SP2) =der {A E Alg(Sig(SP1 + SP2)) 1 A(Sia(SP1,E Mod(SPl), 
AISig(SPZ) E Mod(SP2)), 
(5) Let & = (S,, F7) be a reachability constraint over Sig(SP). 
Sig(reach SP with F,) =def Sig(SP), 
Mod(reach SP with F,) =def {A E Mod(SP) ( A I= .%‘]. 
(Since, according to Definition 3.1, S, is uniquely determined by F, it is enough 
to declare Fg in the syntax of a specification with reachability constraint.) 
Note that the semantics of a specification is only defined if the above preconditions 
are satisfied, i.e. if the specification is well-formed. From the semantical definitions 
it follows that the model class Mod(SP) of a specification SP is always closed 
under isomorphism. In the following, if SP is a specification with Sig(SP) = (S, F) then 
Sorts(SP) denotes S and Opns(SP) denotes F. 
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As a first derived operator we define the enrichment of a specification SP: 
Let S be a set of sorts and F be a set of function symbols such that 
C =,,,(Sorts(SP)uS, Opns(SP)uF) forms a signature. Let E be a set of C-sentences. 
enrich SP by sorts S opns F axioms E =def SP + (C, E). 
Due to this definition, Mod(enrich SP by sorts S opns F axioms E) = {A E Alg(C)J 
Alsig(sr) eMod(SP) and A+ E). 
Also renaming with respect to an injective signature morphism B: Sig(SP) -+ C can 
be defined as a derived operator: 
renamey SP by CT =&f (rename SP by cbij) + (C, 0) 
where abij: Sig(SP) -+ Im(o) is the bijective signature morphism induced by CJ onto 
the image Im(a) z C of (r. Due to this definition, Mod(renamqnj SP by a) = 
{AE Alg(C)(Al,6 Mod(SP)}. 
Example 3.2. The following specification STATE1 describes environments (also 
called states) of a set of identifiers with values in an arbitrary set of data: 
spec STATE1 = reach STATE with {init, update} 
STATE1 is built on the following specification STATE by introducing a reachability 
constraint for the states saying that any state has to be generated by the operations 
“init” and “update”. Thereby the (constant) operation “init” denotes the initial state, 
the operation “update” assigns a value to an identifier and the operation “lookup” 
delivers the current value of an identifier. The last two axioms of STATE express that 
only the current value of an identifier is stored and that the “update” operation is 
commutative. 
spec STATE = 
sorts {id, data, state} 
opns {do: -+ data, 
init: + state, 
update: id, data, state + state, 
lookup: id, state + data} 
axioms (Vx, y: id, d, e: data, s: state. 
lookup(x, init) = d0 A 
lookup(x, update(x, d, s)) = d A 
(x # y =z= lookup(x, update(y, d, s)) = lookup(x, s)) A 
update(x, d, update(x, e, s)) = update(x, d, s) A 
(x # y * update(x, d, update(y, e, s)) = update(y, e, update(x, d, s)))} 
endspec 
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3.2. Proof systems for structured specijcations 
In this section we construct proof systems that allow us to prove theorems 4 which 
are valid in all models of a specification SP. Technically, this will be done by providing 
for each structured specification SP a set Ii’s,, of particular “non-logical” axioms and 
rules according to the form of SP. We will show in Section 3.3 that when combining 
ZIsp with an arbitrary (Hilbert-style) proof system II for first-order logic with equality 
then we obtain a sound and complete proof system for SP. 
The proof systems IJsp will be inductively defined according to the structure of the 
specification SP. In the most simple case SP is a basic specification and Usp consists 
just of the axioms of SP. In all other cases the proof system of SP is constructed by 
using the (appropriately modified) proof systems of the underlying specifications of 
SP. 
Let us first consider the reachability operator which imposes a reachability con- 
straint on the models of a given specification. Then the proof system for a specification 
of the form reach SPO with F,, is built on top of the proof system of SPO by adding the 
following infinitary induction rules which express that any formula ‘d’x: s. 4 is 
derivable if all instantiations ~$[t/x] where the variable x is replaced by constructor 
terms t are derivable. Intuitively, the soundness of the infinitary induction rules is 
obvious. For proving their completeness we will use the extended omitting types 
theorem presented in Section 2.6. 
Definition 3.3 (Znfinitary induction). Let C = (S, F) be a signature and let 9? = (S., F,) 
be a reachability constraint over C. [ilz,.~] is the following countable set of infinitary 
induction rules: 
where 
+[t/x] for all tE(T,, r)s 
Vx:s. 4 
for any first-order formula 4’ with (at least) a free variable x of sort s. 
The principal idea for constructing the proof systems for the other specification 
building operators is the following: If a specification SPO is renamed then the proof 
system of the renamed specification should be obtained by appropriately renaming 
the (symbols occurring in the) proof system of the underlying specification SPO. If 
some symbols of a specification SPO are “hidden” by exporting a subsignature C from 
SPO then we cannot forget the axioms and rules concerning the hidden symbols (since 
the properties of the hidden symbols may have an impact on the properties of the 
exported symbols). Thus, the proof system of SPOlp should be the same as the proof 
5 Note that 4 stands for any arbitrary first-order formula built with arbitrary symbols. 
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system of SPO. Finally, if two specifications SPl and SP2 are combined then the proof 
system of SPl + SP2 should be in principle a combination of the proof systems of SPl 
and SP2. 
If we consider more closely the above idea then it is obvious that for the definition 
of the proof system of “export specifications” of the form SPOlz it is necessary to know 
not only the signature C but also the set of all hidden symbols of the specification. For 
this purpose we will define below for any structured specification SP the set of all 
symbols of SP which consists of the symbols occurring in the signature of SP together 
with all hidden symbols of SP. Considering the “rename” and “sum” operators one 
could try, in a first attempt, to use as a proof system for rename SPO by CJ the proof 
system of SPO where just the sorts and function symbols occurring in Sig(SP0) are 
renamed according to CJ and to define the proof system of SPl + SP2 as the union of 
the proof systems of SPl and SP2. Unfortunately, this simple ad hoc construction may 
lead to inconsistencies caused by possible name conflicts (with hidden symbols) as 
illustrated in the following examples. 
Example 3.4 (Name conjicts caused by combination qf “export” and “rename”). As- 
sume that SP is a basic specification with one sort s, three constants a, b, c: -+ s and 
with the axiom a = c. Now hide the symbol c, i.e. construct the specification 
SPO = SPl, with signature C = ({s), {a, b}). S ince we cannot forget axioms concern- 
ing hidden symbols, the equation a = c is also an axiom of (the proof system of) SPO. 
In a next step we “reintroduce” the constant c by renaming b to c, i.e. we consider the 
specification rename SPO by o where rrSorts(s) = s, go&a) = a and GO&b) = c. The 
renamed specification has now two constants a and c. If we construct the proof system 
of rename SPO by o- by renaming only the symbols of C according to 0, then a = c is 
also an axiom of (the proof system of) rename SPO by CT. Hence we can derive a = c 
which, however, is not valid in all models of rename SPO by 0. 
The problem in this example is that a previously hidden symbol is reintroduced by 
the renaming. We will solve this difficulty using a pushout construction which 
renames not only the symbols occurring in the signature of the underlying specifica- 
tion SPO but also all hidden symbols of SPO when constructing the proof system of 
rename SPO by 0. Before giving the precise definition of this construction, let us 
consider another example which points out a similar problem that can occur when 
combining “export” and “sum” operators. 
Example 3.5 (Name conjlicts caused by combination of “export” and “sum”). Let SP be 
as in Example 3.4. Assume that SP2 is a basic specification with the same signature as 
SP but with the axiom b = c. Now hide c in SP, i.e. construct the specification 
SPl = SPlz where C = ({s}, {a, b}). Ag ain, since we cannot forget axioms concerning 
hidden symbols, the equation a = c is also an axiom of (the proof system of) SPl. 
Now construct the sum SPl + SP2. If we assume that the proof system of SPl + SP2 
is simply the union of the proof systems of the single specifications then both 
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equations a = c and b = c belong (as axioms) to the proof system of SPl + SP2. 
However, then it is possible to derive CI = b which is not valid in all models of 
SPl + SP2. 
The problem in the last example is that the constant L’ which is hidden in SPl is 
identified with the “visible” constant c of SP2. We will solve this difficulty using again 
a pushout construction which renames the hidden symbols of SPl (and, symmetric- 
ally, of SP2) when combining the proof systems of SPl and SP2. 
Having in mind the above considerations, let us now formally define the set of the 
symbols of a specification SP, denoted by Symbols(SP), and the pushout morphisms 
needed for the definition of the proof systems of renamed specifications and of 
combined specifications. Intuitively, Symbols(SP) consists of the signature of SP 
together with all hidden symbols of SP. In order to be able to extend the framework to 
the observability operators introduced later on we will also admit hidden predicate 
symbols. Thus, for each specification SP, Symbols(SP) is a relational signature (cf. 
Section 2.5) such that Sig(SP) c Symbols(SP). Note, however, that for each specifica- 
tion defined up to now the set of the hidden predicate symbols will be empty. Here and 
in the following definitions we implicitly assume that all specifications SP are well- 
formed. 
Definition 3.6 (Symbols of a speci$cation). For any specification SP the sq;~~~hols qfSP 
are inductively defined as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
SP = (C, E): Symbols(SP) =defC, 
SP = rename SPO by G where 0 : Sig(SP0) -+ C is a bijective signature morphism: 
Symbols(SP) =def PO(o, z) where PO(cr, z) is the pushout object of the diagram 
given in Fig. 1 in the category of relational signatures (cf. Section 2.5) such 
that C G PO(o, z).~ In the diagram the inclusion morphism Sig(SP0) s 
Symbols(SP0) is denoted by 1. 
SP = (SPO)lX: Symbols(SP) =def Symbols(SPO), 
SP = SPl + SP2: Symbols(SP) =defPO(~l ; i1, ti2 -s12) where PO(ti, 3 iI, x2 I~) 
is the pushout object of the outer square in the diagram given in Fig. 2 in the 
category of relational signatures such that Sig(SP) G PO(xl 0 I, K~ I?).’ In the 
diagram zi, ~~ and /li denote the inclusion morphisms (for i = 1. 2). 
SP = reach SPO with F,: Symbols(SP) =def Symbols(SP0). 
For any specification SP, the set of the hidden symbols of SP is given by 
Hidden =def Symbols(SP)\Sig(SP). According to the pushout constructions we 
have in case (2) of the above definition that o’(Hidden(SPO))nC = 0 and in case (4) we 
6 Note that PO(u, I) can always be chosen in such a way that z’ is the inclusion morphism. 
7 Note that Sig(SP). which by definition is equal to Sig(SPl)uSig(SP2), is the pushout object of the inner 
square of the diagram. Hence, a unique morphism I exists. Moreover. PO(K, I~, tiz t2) can always be 
chosen in such a way that I is the inclusion morphism. 
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have r,(Hidden(SPl))nSymbols(SP2) = 8 and z,(Hidden(SP2))nSymbols(SPl) = 8. 
Thus, the name conflicts discussed in Examples 3.4 and 3.5 can be solved by using as 
proof system for rename SPO by rs the proof system of SPO where all symbols of SPO 
are renamed according to cr’ and by using as proof system for SPl + SP2 the union of 
the proof systems of SPl and SP2 where all symbols of SPl are renamed according to 
rr and all symbols of SP2 are renamed according to z2. Following these lines we can 
now define a proof system for each structured specification (whereby it is not 
necessary to consider the enrichment of a specification because the enrichment 
construct is a derived operator of the language). 
Definition 3.7 (Proof system Ilsp). For any specification SP the corresponding system 
of “non-logical” axioms and rules 17sp is inductively defined as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
SP = (C, E): IIs, =def E, 
SP = rename SPO by 0: 
IIsp =def IZspo [d(x)/x for all x E Symbols(SPO)] 
(where D’ is the pushout morphism in Fig. l), 
SP = SPOI,: 
&P =def &PO> 
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(4) SP = SPl + SP2: 
IIsp =derL7sP1[~1(~)/~ for all x~Symbols(SPl)] 
uZIspZ [r2(x)/x for all x E Symbols(SP2)] 
(where r, and z2 are the pushout morphisms in Fig. 2). 
(5) SP = reach SPO with F,: 
ASP =def flwo u C&ig(sw. 81. 
For deriving formulas we can combine ZIsp with any Hilbert-style proof system 
II for many sorted first-order logic with equality. If a formula 4 can be deduced using 
Il and the axioms and rules of IIsp then we write SP b$.” Note that in contrast to the 
proof system in [56] the proposed proof systems are not structured. For each 
specification there is a “flat” set of axioms and rules. On the other hand the 
interpolation theorem is not required for obtaining completeness (cf. Theorem 3.17). 
Remark 3.8. (1) The proof system of a flat specification SP = (C, E) consists just of 
the axioms E. Hence, for deriving theorems over SP the axioms E are simply added as 
additional “non-logical” axioms to some first-order proof system I7. 
(2) The proof system of rename SPO by CJ is constructed by appropriately renaming 
all symbols occurring in IIspo. 
(3) The proof system of SPOI, is the same as the proof system of SPO. 
(4) The proof system of SPl + SP2 is constructed in two steps: First, for i = 1.2, all 
hidden symbols occurring in Ilspi are renamed according to the corresponding 
pushout morphism ti. Then the renamed versions of ZIsp1 and JIspZ are combined. 
(5) For the proof system of the reach operator the infinitary induction rules are 
added to the proof system of SPO. As well-known, the weaker structural induction 
rules yield a sound but incomplete proof system; the infinitary rules are necessary for 
obtaining completeness. 
3.3. Adequacy qf the proof systems 
We will now prove the soundness and completeness of the proof systems when 
combined with any sound and complete proof system 17 for first-order logic with 
equality. For this purpose we need the following definitions. The notion of SP-model 
generalizes the standard notion of a model of a specification SP to structures whose 
Sig(SP)-reduct is a model of SP. L’s,-consistency is a straightforward generalization of 
the corresponding notion of first-order logic (cf. Section 2.5). Satisfiability of a rule [r] 
is defined in the usual way and [r]-closedness expresses the validity of infinitary rules 
and is needed in connection with the extended omitting types theorem (cf. Section 2.6). 
‘This means that for deriving formulas the axioms and rules of II are always added to the system nsp. 
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In the following we assume given a sound and complete (Hilbert-style) proof system 
n for many sorted first-order logic with equality. 
Definition 3.9. Let c’ be a relational signature, SP a specification with Sig(SP) c C’, 
T a set of C’-sentences, A’ a Z-structure and 4 a C’-formula. 
(1) A’ is an SP-model if A’Jsig(sP) E Mod(SP). 
(2) A’ is an SP-model of T if A’ is an SP-model such that A’ I= T. 
(3) T is L’s,-consistent if not all C’-formulas are deducible from T by the axioms 
and rules of Uspun. 
(4) Let [r] be an (infinitary) proof rule of the form 
(i) A’ satisjies [r] if for all Y-formulas 4i (iE I), 4 which match [r] the following 
holds: If A’ + pi for all i E I then A’ I= 4. 
(ii) T is [r]-closed if for all C’-formulas & (i E I), $ which match [r] the following 
holds: If T I= c#~ for all iE1 then T + 4. 
For proving soundness we need the following lemma (which will be used in the 
proof of Theorem 3.17). 
Lemma 3.10. Let SP be a specijication and let C’ = Symbols(SP). For any C-algebra 
A E Mod(SP) there exists a r-structure A’ such that 
(i) A’ is un expansion Of A, i.e. A’ISig(sP) = A, 
(ii) A’ satisfies all axioms and rules of II,,. 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the structure of SP. In order to be able to 
perform the induction step for SPl + SP2 we prove the following generalization of 
condition (ii): 
(ii’) Any expansion of A’ to a C”-algebra A” (where C” is an arbitrary signature with 
C” 2 C’) satisfies all axioms and rules of Usp. 
In the following proof assume that AE Mod(SP). 
(1) SP = (C, E): Is obvious, by choosing A’ = A since lTlsp = E and any expansion 
of A satisfies E. 
(2) SP = rename SPO by 0: Then Al, E Mod(SP0). By induction hypothesis there 
exists a Symbols(SPO)-structure AO’ such that AO’ISigCSPOj = Al, and each expansion of 
AO’ satisfies all axioms and rules of Z7sp0. Then we can construct a Y-structure A' such 
that A’(sig(sp) = A and A’j,,, = AO’ where CJ’ is the pushout morphism in Fig. 1 (in fact, 
A’ is the amalgamated sum of A and AO’ over Al,). Since each expansion of A0 
satisfies all axioms and rules of IJspO, each expansion of A’ satisfies all axioms and 
rules of nsPo [a’(x)/x for all x E Symbols(SPO)]. Hence, each expansion of A’ satisfies 
all axioms and rules of JZsp. 
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(3) SP = SPOl,: Then A = AOlz for some AOE Mod(SP0). By induction hypothesis 
there exists a Symbols(SPO)-structure AO’ such that AO’lsig(sPO) = A0 and each expan- 
sion of AO’ satisfies all axioms and rules of IIspO. Now choose A’ =derAO’. A’ is 
a Symbols(SP)-structure (since, by definition, Symbols(SP) = Symbols(SP0)) such that 
A’I_ = AO’I, = (AOIIsig(sPO))I~ = AOI, = A. M oreover, each expansion of A’ satisfies all 
axioms and rules of nsPo and hence, by definition, of flsp. 
(4) SP = SPl + SP2: Then AIsig(sPi) E Mod(SPi) for i = 1,2. By induction hypothe- 
sis there exist Symbols(SPi)-structures Ai’ such that Ai’lsig(sPi) = AIsis(sPi) and each 
expansion of Ai’ satisfies all axioms and rules of Zlspl for i = 1, 2. Then we can 
construct a Z-structure A’ such that A’!,, = Ai’ for i = 1, 2 and hence A’ISi$(sPI = A 
where ri is the pushout morphism in Fig. 2 (in fact, A’ is the amalgamated sum of Al’ 
and A2’ over AISig(SPl)nSig(SPZ)). S’ mce each expansion of Ai’ satisfies all axioms and 
rules of ~spi, each expansion of A’ satisfies all axioms and rules of nsPi [Zi(~)/x for all 
x E Symbols(SPi)] for i = 1, 2. Therefore, each expansion of A’ satisfies all axioms and 
rules of J7sp. 
(5) SP = reach SPO with [,: Then A E Mod(SP0) and A I= 2. Let C = Sig(SP) = 
Sig(SP0). By induction hypothesis there exists a C’-structure A’ such that A’l, = A and 
each expansion of A’ satisfies all axioms and rules of DspO. Let A” be an arbitrary 
expansion of A’. Then A”Iz = A and hence A”l, )= W. It is now straightforward to 
prove that A” satisfies [iI S,gcSPj,.R]. Thus, each expansion of A’ satisfies all axioms and 
rules of Us,. 0 
We will now turn to the completeness of the proof systems. For proving complete- 
ness we need the following definition and lemmas. 
Definition 3.11 (T~Iz, #). Let C = (S, F) be a signature and 9 = (S,, F,) be a reachability 
constraint over C. The family Tilz,# of omitting sets for -93 is defined as follows: 
rilZ, !4.s =def \ ‘YVar(t).x # t( ~E(T~,J, with x$Var(t)j for each YES, 
rilZ. P =def triIZ. 49,s)ssS. 
By definition, each Tiir,d,s contains exactly one free variable x of sort s. The 
following lemma is the basis for proving the completeness of the infinitary induction 
rules [iI, #] by using the extended omitting types theorem. 
Lemma 3.12. Let C = (S, F) be a signature and .2 = (S,, F,) be a reachability con- 
straint over C. Moreover, let c’ be a reiational signature such that C L c’ and let T he 
a set of Y-sentences. If T is [iI,,,,,]-closed for each SE S, then T locally omits each 
r iE, *.r. 
Proof. Let 4 be a Z-formula which is consistent with T (cf. Section 2.6). W.1.o.g. 
assume that C$ contains (at least) the free variable x of sort s E S. Then T + Vx : s.14 
fails. Since T is [iI z, .,,I-closed there exists t E (Tr,p)s such that T I= 1 #I [t/x] fails. 
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Hence, there exists a F-structure A’ and a valuation C! :X -+ A’ such that A’ I= T and 
A’, SI I= ~#~[t/x]. W.1.o.g. let x$Var(t). Then this implies that A’, CI’ I= (C#J A 3Var(t). 
x = t) which is equivalent to A’, a’ I= (4 A 1 YVar(t). x # t) where a’(x) =+r 1,(t) and 
Go(y) =+r a(y) if y # x. Hence, (4 A 1 YVar(t). x # t) is consistent with T. As a conse- 
quence T locally omits each riiz.,g,s. 0 
Lemma 3.13. Let SP be a specification and C’ = Symbols(SP). Each infinitary rule of 
IIsP is of the form [iIz,ti,J where C = (S, F) is a signature such that C c C’. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of SP taking into account that at most a renam- 
ing is performed on a given infinitary rule. IJ 
Due to Lemma 3.13 and Definition 3.11 the omitting set J’, is defined for any 
infinitary rule [r] of nsr.. The next lemma is an application of the extended omitting 
types theorem (cf. Theorem 2.1). It is the key for proving completeness. 
Lemma 3.14. Let SP be a specification and C’ = Symbols(SP). If T is a consistent set of 
Z-sentences that locally omits each I,. for any infinitary rule [r] of DsP then there exists 
a C’-structure A’ that satisfies T (i.e. A’ E Modz( T )) and omits I, for any injnitary rule 
Crl of IIsP. 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.13 each infinitary rule of ZIsp is of the form [iIz,8,s] 
where C = (S, F) is a signature such that C c c’. Since SP is constructed in a finite 
number of steps and since each set S of sorts is countable there are countably many 
omitting sets ril~,,*,s associated to the infinitary rules of nsp. Since for each SES, 
riIZ,.4.s is a set of Z-formulas such that only finitely many free variables occur in 
we obtain the desired 
$.YCeorem 2.1). 0 
result by applying the extended omitting types theorem 
The following lemma is an intermediate step for proving Lemma 3.16. 
Lemma 3.15. Let C be a signature, let B = (S,, FM) be a reachability constraint over 
C and let A be a C-algebra. If A omits Iilz.,,x,s for each seS then A I= 92. 
Proof. Let s E S, a E A, and let CI : X -+ A be a valuation with a(x) = a. Since A omits 
riIz,92,s there exists a term t E(T,,,#), with x$Var(t) such that A, c( + iN’ar(t).x # t. 
Hence, A, M b 3Var(t). x = t and thus A k 2’. 0 
Lemma 3.16. Let SP be a specification and c’ = Symbols(SP). Moreover, let A’ be 
a Z’-structure with the following properties: 
(i) A’ omits I’,. for all infinitary rules [r] of IIsP, 
(ii) A’ satisfies all axioms of IIsP. 
Then A’jsig(sP) E Mod(SP). 
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Proof. The proof is done by induction on the form of SP: 
Assume that A’ is a C’-structure satisfying the assumptions (i) and (ii). 
(1) SP = (C, E): Since, by assumption (ii), A’ satisfies the axioms E. 
A’Isig(sP) E Mod(SP). 
(2) SP = rename SPO by cx Since A’ satisfies the assumptions (i) and (ii) w.r.t. 
ns,,[a’(~)/x for all x E Symbols(SPO)] where o-’ is the pushout morphism in Fig. 1, 
the Symbols(SPO)-structure A’I,, satisfies (i) and (ii) w.r.t. nspo. Thus, by induction 
hypothesis, (Nlo’)lsig(sPO) = (A’ISig&lo E ModWO). Then A’ISig(SP) E MNSP). 
(3) SP = SPO12-: Since C’ = Symbols(SP) = Symbols(SP0) and since flsp = flsro, A’ 
is a Symbols(SPO)-structure which satisfies the assumptions (i) and (ii) w.r.t. flspo, 
Thus, by induction hypothesis, A’Isig,sPO~E Mod(SP0). Then A’ISig(SP, = A’I, = 
(A’ISig(SPO))I~ E Mod(SP). 
(4) SP = SPl + SP2: For each i = 1,2, lTspi [ti(x)/.X for all XE Symbols(SPi)] is 
contained in flsr. Thus, A’I,,(symbols(sPi)) satisfies the assumptions (i) and (ii) w.r.t. 
ns,i[zi(x)/‘x for all I E Symbols(SPi)] where Zi is the pushout morphism in Fig. 2 and 
therefore the Symbols(SPi)-structure A’I,, satisfies the assumptions (i) and (ii) w.r.t. 
nspi for i = 1, 2. Hence, by induction hypothesis. (A’lr,)lsig(sPi)E Mod(SPi) for i = 1,2. 
Since (A’lr,)lSig~SPi, = (A’lSig(SP))ISig(SPi) we have (A’lsia(SP))ISip,SPi) E ModWV for i = I-2. 
Hence, A’Isig(sP) E Mod(SP). 
(5) SP = reach SPO with F,: HspO is contained in Usp. Thus A’ satisfies the 
assumptions (i) and (ii) w.r.t. flspO. Hence, by induction hypothesis, A’Isip(sP”) E
Mod(SP0). Moreover, by assumption (i), A’ and hence A’Isi@(sPO) omits rilsigtsp,, #,& 
for each SE Sorts(SP0). Therefore, by Lemma 3.15. A’Isig(sPO) I= .#. Hence 
A’lsigw, = ~‘Isigww E MoW’). 0 
We are now able to prove the first central theorem which guarantees the soundness 
and completeness of the proof systems. 
Theorem 3.17 (Soundness and completeness of Uspun). Let SP be a spec#cation with 
signature C. A set T qf C-sentences is lisp-consistent if and only ij T has an SP-model. 
Proof. “ * ” (Completeness): Let C’ = Symbols(SP). Let T be a fl,,-consistent set of 
C-sentences and let T * be the set of all Y-sentences deducible from T by the axioms 
and rules of fls,ufl. We first show that T* is [r]-closed for all infinitary rules [r] of 
17,,: Let [r] be a rule of ZIsp and @i (iEI), 4 be C’-formulas which match [r] (cf. 
Definition 3.9(4ii)). Assume that T * (= $i for all iE I. Then, since Il is complete. one 
can deduce pi (for all i E I) from T * using the axioms and rules of Il. Hence, one can 
deduce C$ from T * using {[r])un. and thus one can deduce 4 from T * using the 
axioms and rules of l7+~fl. Therefore, by definition of T*, one can deduce d, also 
from T using the axioms and rules of flspu17, i.e. C$ E T*. Hence. T* (= 4 and we have 
shown that T * is [r]-closed for all infinitary rules [r] of 17,,. 
According to Lemma 3.13 each infinitary rule [r] of nsp has the form [iIzl, 8.s] for 
some signature Cl E 1’. Hence, by Lemma 3.12, T* locally omits r,. for all infinitary 
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rules [v] of flsp. Since T is Us,-consistent, T* is consistent (cf. Section 2.5). Then, by 
Lemma 3.14, there exists a C’-structure A’ such that A’ satisfies T* (and hence all 
axioms of Dsr) and omits r, for all infinitary rules [r] of nsp. By Lemma 3.16, 
A’l, E Mod(SP). Thus, T * and therefore also T has an SP-model. 
“-+ ” (Soundness): Let B be an SP-model of T, i.e. B I= T and Blr E Mod(SP). Then, 
by Lemma 3.10, there exists an expansion A’ of BI, that satisfies all axioms and rules of 
ZZsr. and (since Zl is sound) also of n. Since T is a set of C-sentences, Bl, l= T and hence 
A’ l= T. Thus, A’ satisfies all Z-formulas which are derivable from T using the axioms 
and rules of ZIspufl. On the other hand, there exists a closed C’-formula &, such that 
A’ l= &, and hence A’ I# l&, (for instance, let &, be the formula Vx : s. x = x). Hence, 
l& is not derivable from T using the axioms and rules of UsruII. Therefore, T is 
ZIs,-consistent. 0 
As a corollary of Theorem 3.17 we obtain: 
Corollary 3.18. Let SP be a specijcation with signature C and let 4 be a C-sentence. 
Then: 
SP E C$ if and only if Mod(SP) + 4. 
Proof. SP E C$ iff, since ns,un contains the rules of classical logic, SP I- (1 C#J =z. false) 
iff (since i 4 is a sentence) {i ~$1 is not ns,-consistent iff, by Theorem 3.17,~ C#J has 
no SP-model iff Mod(SP)+ 4. 0 
4. Structured specifications with observability operators 
In the following we extend our specification language by observability operators 
which allow us to take into account observable properties of data structures and 
programs. First, we define in Section 4.1 an observational equality for the elements of 
algebras which will be the basis for the observational behaviour and the observational 
quotient operators defined in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 we show that abstractor 
specifications (cf. [47]) based on an observational equivalence relation between 
algebras can be defined as a derived operator on top of our language. Most definitions 
and results presented in this section are adaptations of corresponding notions in [lo] 
to a concrete specification language. 
4.1. Observational equality of elements 
For considering the observational behaviour of data structures and programs we 
use an observational equality between the elements of algebras which intuitively says 
that two objects are observationally equal if they cannot be distinguished by observ- 
able computations. Formally, observable computations are represented by observable 
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contexts which are defined according to a set Obs of “observable sorts” and a set In of 
“input sorts”. The observable sorts determine the (carrier sets of the) observable values 
and the input sorts determine which input may be used for observable computations. 
Definition 4.1 (Observable context). Let C = (S, F) be a signature, Obs E S be a set of 
observable sorts and In c S be a set of input sorts such that C is sensible w.r.t. In (cf. 
Section 2.2). Moreover, let X,, = (Xln)sGS be the S-sorted family of sets (X1,), of “input” 
variables defined by (X,,), =defQ) if s$ In, (X,,), =defXs if SE In (where X = (X.,),,s is 
the generally assumed family of countably infinite sets X, of variables of sort s). Let 
z= 
1. 
2. 
3. 
({z,}),,~ be a disjoint S-sorted family of singleton sets. 
An observable C-context (w.r.t. In) is a term c E T (C, X,,uZ),, of observable sort 
s’~Obs which contains (besides variables in X,,) exactly one variable z,EZ, 
called the context variable of c. To indicate the variable z, occurring in I’ we also 
write c[zJ instead of c. The set of observable C-contexts (w.r.t. In) is denoted by 
C(C)Ob”,‘“. 
c[t] denotes the term obtained by substituting the term t E T (C, X), (of sort s) for 
the context variable z, in c. 
If c[z,] is an observable C-context which contains (besides the context variable 
z,) the free variables x1,. ,x, E XI, of sorts sl,. . , s, then 
(*) Yx, :sl . ..Yx.:s,. c[x] = c[y] 
is the context equation associated to c where x, y are new variables, both of sort s. 
We often write shortly Y V.c[x] = c[y] instead of (*) where I/ = Var(c)\ (zsi. 0 
For instance, if we consider the signature of the specification STATE1 (cf. Example 
3.2) and if we consider the sorts “id” and “data” as observable and as input sorts then 
the following are observable contexts: lookup(x, zstate), lookup(x, update(y, d, zstafc)), 
etc. Using the notion of observable context we can now formally define the observa- 
tional equality of elements. 
Definition 4.2 (Observational equality of elements). Let C = (S, F), Obs, In be as in 
Definition 4.1. Then for any C-algebra AeAlg(C) the observational equality of ele- 
ments w.r.t. the observable sorts Obs and the input sorts In is the partial C-congru- 
ence %&I& defined as follows: For each s E S we define the set 
(A[X,,& =def {u E A, 1 there exists a term t E T (E, Xl& such that 
A, a + 3Var(t). x = t where XEX,, x$Var(t) and 
r : X -+ A is a valuation with a(x) = a>.” 
The sets (A[X,,]), are closed under the operationsfA for allfE F and hence constitute 
a C-algebra denoted by A[X,,]. (A[X,,] is the smallest subalgebra of A generated by 
z and X,,). 
9 Note that A[X,,], = A, for all seIn 
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Two elements a, b E A, are observationally equal, i.e. a ~o~~,r”,~ b if and only if both 
a and b belong to (A[X,,]), and for all observable C-contexts c[z,]EC(C)~~~~~” the 
associated context equation holds in A w.r.t. the valuation a: {x, y} -+ A such that 
LX(X) = n and a(y) = b, i.e. A, (x I= VV.c[x] = c[y]. 
Lemma 4.3. The observational equality z,&In,A is a partial C-congruence with 
DOm(=Obs,ln,A) = A[Xd 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 0 
Remark 4.4. (1) If we choose In = S, i.e. arbitrary input can be used for observable 
computations, then %o&sA is the (total) observational equality used in [44]. 
(2) If we choose In = Obs then =,,bs,obs,A is a partial observational equality where 
only observable input is allowed for observable computations (cf. [39]). 
(3) If we choose In = 8 then observable computations are always represented by 
ground terms of observable sort. In this case %obs,O,A is the partial Z-congruence 
whose domain is the smallest (hence finitely generated) subalgebra of A. 
4.2. Observational behaviour and observational quotient 
In the following let C = (S, F) be a signature, Obs E S be a set of observable sorts 
and In g S be a set of input sorts such that C is sensible w.r.t. In. The sets Obs and In 
determine for any C-algebra A the (partial) observational equality Eobs,i_i on A as 
defined above. The family %obs,i,, = (%o+,s,ln,A)AEAig(Z) will be called in the sequel 
(partial) observational equality. 
Given an observational equality %ob& one can consider for any C-algebra A the 
behaviour of A by identifying all elements of A[X,,] which are observationally equal, 
i.e. are indistinguishable “from the outside” by the allowed observations. Formally, 
the behaviour of a C-algebra A is given by the quotient algebra AIXln]/zobs,In,A 
which can be considered as the “black box view” of A. (See Section 2.3 for the 
definition of quotients.) 
Definition 4.5. For any C-algebra A, the behaviour of A w.r.t. z0bs,In is the quotient 
algebra A[Xin]/%bs,in,A. 
The construction of behaviours of algebras gives rise to two semantical operators 
on classes of algebras: One, called observational behaviour operator, constructs for 
a given class C of C-algebras the class of all C-algebras whose behaviour belongs to C. 
Hence, the observational behaviour operator can be considered as a construction 
which determines the “observationally correct realizations” of the algebras of C, thus 
being important for the definition of behavioural implementations (cf. [9]). The 
second operator, called observational quotient, will be very useful as a means or 
proving the correctness of behavioural implementations as studied in the proof system 
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in Section 6. It constructs for a given class C of C-algebras the class of the quotients 
(i.e. behaviours) of the algebras of C w.r.t. the given observational equality. 
Definition 4.6. Let C c Alg(C) be a class of C-algebras. 
(1) The ohsercational behauiour class of C is the class 
Beh -,,,~.,,(C) =def {A E Ah@) 1 ~[X,nl/%bs,~n. A E c). 
(2) The observational quotient of C is the class 
C/%<.In =def IAIX,,l/~Obs.In.AIAEC}. 
In general there may exist an algebra A EC such that A does not belong to 
Beh _,,(C), or equivalently, the quotient AIXln],/~obs,In.A does not belong to C. i.e. 
C is not closed under the formation of observational quotients (see Remark 4.10 (2) for 
an example). This leads to the following definition. 
Definition 4.7. Let C c Alg(C) be a class of C-algebras. C is called behaciourally closed 
M’.r.t. zObS.ln if C G Beh_ ,.(C) or, equivalently, if C/%obs,rn C C.‘O 
The next proposition points out a useful relationship between the observational 
behaviour and the observational quotient constructions. 
Proposition 4.8. The obseroational behauiour operator and the observational quotient 
operator,form a Galois correspondence in the follorcing sense: For any class C & Alg(Z) 
qf C-algebras, 
(1) C s Beh+,,.,~Cl~~bs,d, 
(2) (Beh =x,h. ,,(C))/%bs.In z c. 
Proof. (1) Obviously, if AE C then AIXrn]/%obs.tn,A E C/z&_r” and hence 
A E Beh %,r,ln(C/~Obs,In)~ 
(2) If A E (Beh,,,‘ ,,(c))/=Obs,,, then A = BIXlnl/=Obs,ln.R with BE Beh+ AC). 
Hence, A = ~[XInl/=Obs,In.B~ c. 0 
Proposition 4.8 implies the following useful facts. 
Corollary 4.9. Let C, Cl be two arbitrary classes of C-algebras. 
(1) (Beh~Oh.,n(Cl~Obs.l”))l~Obs.In = C/~Obs,ln~ 
(2) Beh -Oh% ,,((Beh %h,,,.(c))/~Obs,h)) = BeL,,,,lC). 
(3) Cl G Beh rr,,,,.(C) if and only if C1/zObS,I,, C C. 
‘“This property was called behavioural consistency in [lo], but the terminology proposed here seems more 
adequate. 
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Proof. (1) and (2) are derived (as usual) from the properties of a Galois correspond- 
ence. 
(3) “ * “: Assume Cl E Beh,_(C). Then Cl/~o~~,~~ & (Beh=,,~,,“(C))/~obs,In c C 
(by Proposition 4.8(2)). 
“-= “: Assume cl/~+, bs,ln c C. Then, using Proposition 4.8(l), we obtain 
Cl c Beh,,,~,,“(Cl/~o,,,,,) s. BehZO,.,.(C). 0 
In the next step we extend the constructs (lH5) for structured specifications of Section 
3.1 by two further specification building operations (6) and (7): one for constructing the 
observational behaviour and one for constructing the observational quotient of 
a specification SP w.r.t. a set Obs of observable sorts and a set In of input sorts. 
Syntax of the observability operators: 
(6) behaviour . wrt . , . : Spec, Sorts, Sorts + Spec (“observational behaviour”) 
(7) ./-_.,.: Spec, Sorts, Sorts -+ Spec (“observational quotient”). 
Semantics of the observability operators: 
Let Obs E Sorts(SP), In c Sorts(SP) and assume that Sig(SP) is sensible w.r.t. In. 
(6) Sig(behaviour SP wrt Obs, In) =+f Sig(SP), 
Mod(behaviour SP wrt Obs, In) =def Beh,,bs,,n(Mod(SP)). 
(7) Sig(Sp/=oW,) =def sk(sp), 
MOW’/~:,wJ = def ISO(MOd(SP)/~~bs,,n). 
In order to guarantee that model classes are closed under isomorphism we con- 
struct explicitly in (7) the isomorphic closure of Mod(SP)/%ob,,l, (cf. Section 2.1). On 
the other hand, Beh ,,_(Mod(SP)) is already closed under isomorphism (provided 
Mod(SP) is so) since %o&& is isomorphism compatible, i.e. if A and B are isomorphic 
C-algebras then the CpOtientS AIXIn]/zObs,In,A and BIX1n]/k&&,B are isomorphic as 
well. 
Remark 4.10. (1) The model class of an observational behaviour specification 
behaviour SP wrt Obs, In consists of all algebras whose behaviour fulfills the require- 
ments of the underlying specification SP. Thereby SP is interpreted as a specification 
of “intended behaviours”. This concept is particularly important for formalizing 
adequate and powerful implementation notions since it allows to express that an 
implementation is correct if its behaviour satisfies the required properties of a speci- 
fication SP (cf. [9]). 
(2) A specification SP is called behaviourally closed w.r.t. %ob& if Mod(SP) is 
behaviourally closed w.r.t. zObs,ln (cf. Definition 4.7) which means that Mod(SP) c 
Mod(behaviour SP wrt Obs, In) or, equivalently, that Mod(SP)/Zob,,,, E Mod(SP). In 
this case any model of SP satisfies the intended behaviour, i.e. for any model 
A E Mod(SP) its behaviour AIX1”]/%obs,&A is also a model of SP and hence fulfills the 
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requirements of SP. If there is a model of SP whose behaviour does not satisfy the 
requirements of SP then either the specification SP or the sorts Obs and/or In 
determining the observational equality are chosen in the wrong way. For instance, 
consider a specification SP which has one sort s: two constants a, b of sort s and the 
axiom a # b requiring that a and b are different. Obviously, SP has a model where 
a and b denote two different objects. Now choose the observational equality 
zO,,” generated by the empty set of observable sorts and by an arbitrary set In of 
input sorts. Then there is no observation that allows to distinguish elements. Hence, 
all elements are observationally equal and, in particular, u and b are observationally 
equal. Thus. the behaviour of any model of SP w.r.t. z6,,” is the trivial (one element) 
algebra which is not a model of SP, i.e. SP is not behaviourally closed w.r.t. zC1,,,,.’ ’ 
The intuitive reason for this situation is that the chosen observational equality which 
identifies all elements contradicts the inequality a # h required by the specification 
SP. For obtaining a behaviourally closed specification. either one has to omit the 
axiom u # b or one has to consider the sort s to be observable. 
Example 4.11. If we consider the sorts “id” and “data” of the specification STATE1 
(cf. Example 3.2) as observable sorts (and as input sorts) then the following observa- 
tional behaviour specification STATE2 describes all algebras whose behaviour w.r.t. 
Obs = In = {id, data} is a model of STATEl: 
spec STATE2 = bebaviour STATE1 wrt (id. data]. (id, data) 
Since the sort “state” is not observable, states can only be observed via the “lookup” 
operation. In particular, the models of STATE2 do not necessarily have to satisfy the 
last two axioms (concerning the “update” operation) of STATE; only the behaviour of 
any model of STATE2 has to satisfy these axioms. 
4.3. Observational abstraction 
The notion of “abstractor” was introduced in [47] for describing a specification 
building operation which allows to abstract from the model class of a specification 
with respect to a given equivalence relation on the class of all C-algebras. Important 
examples of abstractor specifications are obsemational abstractions which are deter- 
mined by observational equivalence relations between algebras. The basic idea behind 
such relations is that two algebras are considered to be observationally equivalent if 
they cannot be distinguished by a set of observations. In [46] such observations are 
represented by formulas while (more specifically) in ASL the admissible observations 
are defined by a set W of terms. In this case two algebras are called W-equivalent if 
they satisfy the same equations between terms of W. For W we will consider here all 
terms (over a given signature) of observable sort which may contain variables of some 
” Note that in this example the model class of the specification behaviour SP wrt zg I” is even empty. 
However, in general specifications which are not behaviourally closed may lead to associated behavioural 
specifications with non-empty model classes. 
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given input sorts. For this purpose we assume again given a signature C = (S, F), 
a distinguished set Obs c S of observable sorts and a set In E S of input sorts such 
that C is sensible w.r.t. In. 
Definition 4.12 (Observational equivalence of algebras). Two Z-algebras A and B are 
called observationally equivalent w.r.t. Obs and In, denoted by A -OObs,ln B, if there 
exists an S-sorted family Y,, of sets (Y,,), of variables of sort s with (Y,,), = 8 for all 
s $In, (Y,,), # 8 for all s E In and if there exist two valuations CI : YI, -+ A and 
p: Y,, + B with surjective mappings c(,: ( YI,), + A, and ps : (Y,,), + B, for all s E In 
such that for all terms t, r E T (Z, YI,), of observable sort s E Obs the following holds: 
Z,(t) = I,(r) if and only if Z,(t) = ID(r). 
The observational equivalence relation =obs,in between C-algebras induces a 
semantical “abstraction operator” Abs E Obn,,n which constructs for any class C of 
C-algebras the closure of C under -oObs,in. 
Definition 4.13. For any class C c Alg(C) of C-algebras, 
Abs,,,JC) =def {BEA~~(C)IB =obs,in A for some AE C}. 
The following lemma proved in [lo, Example 5.41 establishes an important connec- 
tion between observational equalities of elements and observational equivalences of 
algebras. 
Lemma 4.14. For all C-algebras A, B the following holds: A zo&&, B if and only if 
AIXln]/~obs,ln,A and BIXln]/Zobs,ln,B are isomorphic. We say that Eo&& is factoriz- 
able by =Obs,In. 
As a consequence of the factorizability property we obtain the following character- 
ization of observational abstractions (for the proof see [lo, Theorem 5.161). 
Theorem 4.15. For any class C c Alg(C) of C-algebras, 
Abs +,,.,.(C) = BeLS.,~ (lSo(C/~Obs,ln))~ 
This theorem shows that observational abstraction can be expressed in terms of the 
observational behaviour and the observational quotient operators, Hence, we can 
define a specification building operation for observational abstraction as a derived 
operator on top of our specification language in the following way: For any (struc- 
tured) specification SP, 
abstract SP wrt Obs, In =&f behaviour (SP/zObS,I”) wrt Obs, In. 
This definition is justified by Theorem 4.15 since we have as a particular consequence 
of this theorem the following corollary which says that our abstraction operator 
coincides with abstractor specifications in the sense of [47]. 
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Corollary 4.16. Mod(abstract SP wrt Obs, In) = {BE Alg(C) 1 B = Obs,ln A for .s~me 
A E Mod(SP)}. 
Proof. Mod(abstract SP wrt Obs, In) = (by definition) Mod(behaviour (SP/+,,,,,) 
wrt Obs, In) = Beh,,~,,“(Mod(SP/~o,,,I,)) = Beh,b% ,~(Iso(Mod(SP)/~ob~,~J) = (by 
Theorem 4.15) Abs _,,jMod(SP)) = {BE Alg(C) 1 B --Obs,ln A for some A E Mod(S 
We will show in Section 7 that vice versa observational behaviour specifications can 
be expressed using an observational abstractor construction. However, we have 
chosen not the observational behaviour operator but the observational abstraction 
operator as a derived operator due to the proof theoretic advantages of the behaviour 
operator (cf. next sections). (Moreover, we will see that it is more complicated to 
express observational behaviour by observational abstraction than the other way 
round.) Since observational abstraction is a derived operator it is clear that all proof 
theoretic results of the next sections can also be applied to abstractor specifications. 
It is important to note that according to results of [lo] (Theorems 5.9 and 5.1 l), the 
model class of an observational behaviour specification is included in the model class 
of the corresponding abstractor specification and that observational behaviour and 
observational abstractor specifications have the same model classes if and only if the 
underlying specification SP is behaviourally closed (cf. Remark 4.10.2). 
Theorem 4.17. For any spec@ation SP with signature C. 
(1) Mod(behaviour SP wrt Obs, In) G Mod(abstract SP wrt Obs, In). 
(2) Mod(behaviour SP wrt Obs, In) = Mod(abstract SP wrt Obs, In) if and only if’ 
SP is hehaciourally closed w.r.t. zObs,ln. 
5. Proof systems for structured specifications with observability operators 
In this section we extend the proof systems Usp of Section 3.2 to take into account 
also specifications SP with observability operators. In Section 5.1 we define the proof 
systems flbehaviour SPO ,W ObsJn and ~~sPo/+ I0 which provide axioms and rules for the 
observational behaviour and observational quotient operators. Since the abstract 
operator is a derived operator of the language (cf. Section 4.3) it is not necessary to 
construct a proof system for observational abstraction. In Section 5.2 we show the 
adequacy of the proof systems, i.e. we prove their soundness and completeness when 
combined with any sound and complete proof system for first-order logic with 
equality. 
5.1. Proof systems for the observational behaviour and quotient operator 
For the definition of the observational behaviour and the observational quotient 
we have used the observational equality zobs,ln. For any C-algebra A, the domain of 
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~o~~,i,,~ is defined by the (family of) carrier sets (A[X,,]), which can be represented 
by the family T (C, X,,) of terms with variables in Xi,. In the proof systems we need an 
explicit denotation of the observational equality. Therefore, given a signature 
C = (S, F) and sets Obs, In c S, we use for each sort SES a binary predicate symbol 
“s of arity s, s for denoting the observational equality on each carrier set of sort s and 
we use for each sort s E S\In a unary predicate symbol T, of arity s for denoting the 
domain of the observational equality on carriers of sort s.12 In order to express that 
-s denotes the observational equality for each SES and T, denotes its domain for 
each s E S\In we define the following axioms and rules. [ TZ, J ensures that each term 
TV T (2, XIJs satisfies T, for each SE S\In. The infinitary rules [iTp,in] express that 
the “relativization” of a formula 4 w.r.t. the predicates T, is valid if all instantiations 
+[t/x] where the variable x is replaced by input terms t are valid. [ICI -Z,obS,ln] and 
CComp -Z, Obs, 1n ] describe the observational equality corresponding to Definition 4.2. 
[Camp -T. Ohs, In] re P resents the “only if” part and the infinitary context induction 
rules [iCI wZ ,Obs,ln] represent the “if” part. Intuitively, the soundness of the axioms 
and of the infinitary rules is obvious. For proving the completeness of the infinitary 
rules we will again use the extended omitting types theorem presented in Section 2.6.i3 
Definition 5.1. Let C = (S, F) be a signature and Obs, In 5 S. Moreover, let 
{ 7: s, s 1 s E S} be a set of binary predicate symbols and let {T, : s 1 s E S\In} be a set of 
unary predicate symbols. 
(1) [T,,,,] is the following countable set of axioms: 
(T,(r) I t E T CC, Xds, s E s\In) 
(2) [IT,,,,] is the following countable set of infinitary rules for relativized induction: 
ET,, 1~1 =def {[IT,, d I s E S\Inj 
where 
CiT 1 @[t/xl for all t E T(.T Xds 
I,h,S 
‘v’x : s. T,(x) =a cj 
for any first-order formula $J with (at least) a free variable x of sort s. 
(3) [iCI - Z,Obs,In] is the following countable set of infinitary context induction 
rules: 
[iCI - z,Obs,Inl =def {[iCINz,Obs,In,sl isES} 
I2 Since for input sorts the observational equality is totally defined on all elements of a carrier set it is not 
necessary to introduce predicate symbols T, for input sorts. 
I3 Note that for achieving the completeness, it is necessary to add the disjunction “4 V ... ” to the rules in 
[iCI - z. ObS,,” 1
(4) 
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where for all SE In, [iCI -2,0bs,In,s] is the rule 
(4 V Y’I/. c[x] = c[y]) for all c[s,] E C(C)Ob”.‘” 
$Vx-sY 
and for all .s~S\,br, [iCI -2.,obs,,,,s] is the rule 
(& V (T,(x) A T,(y) A Y’I/. c[x] = c[y])) for all c[zJ E C(C)O”.‘” 
$Vx-sY 
311 
(In the above rules it is assumed that $ is an arbitrary first-order formula and 
that for each observable C-context c, VP’. c[x] = c[y] is the context equation 
associated to c as defined in Definition 4.1.) 
[Camp “Z.obs,ln] is the following countable set of compatibility axioms: 
{Vx, I’ : s. x - sy*c[x] =c[y]lsES, cEC(z)ob*,‘n)l‘+ 
u(Vx. y:s.x -sy * T,(x) A T,(y) 1 s E S’,,InJ 
In the definitions of the observational behaviour and of the observational quotient 
operator, a Z-algebra A and the quotient AIX1,]/%obs,i,,A are related. In each case the 
idea of the corresponding proof system is to encode both algebras within a single 
structure. For describing the connection between any C-algebra A and the quotient 
~CXlnll~Obs.ln,A we use the following axioms [rc g. z _ L. 1, ,J. Thereby it is necessary to 
consider A and AIXln]/~Obs,ln,A as algebras over different signatures C and Zl (one 
signature being a copy of the other one) and to specify an appropriate “pseudo”- 
epimorphism 7~ which connects sorts of C with the associated sorts of Zl. 
Definition 5.2. Let C = (S, F) be a signature and In E S. Moreover, let Zl be a signa- 
ture and 0: C + 11 be a bijective signature morphism. Let [-s:s, s 1 SES) and 
jT,:sIsES\,,In) b e as in Definition 5.1 and let rn , rT,.\ : s + a(s) I s E S) be a set of function 
symbols. Then [r~,,:~, z1 ,i,J is the following countable set of axioms: 
C~,:z+Yl.lnl =defC~,:2,Z~.~,-HomluCn,:,,,l,l,-EpiluC~,:2-L1.In- -=I 
where 
=def \ ‘V’s, :s1. VJX,: &I. Tsr,(xr,) A ‘.’ A ~S&lk) * 
%.sWl, . . . 3 4) =~(f)(~,.,~(x,),...,n,,,~(x,))If‘:sl,...,s,~s and,f’EF) 
(s,,, ,s,~ are the non input sorts among the argument sorts off’) 
I4 Note that these axioms are equivalent to the universal closures Vx, _v: S. x -, y 3 VI/. c[.u] = (,[y]. 
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C~,:z+zl,d$il 
= def { VX’ : a(s). 3x : s. 71,,,(x) = x’ I s E In> 
u{Vx’: a(s). 3x : s. T,(x) A ?-c,,,(x) = x’ I s E S\In} 
C%:Z.~Zl,I”- -=I 
u{~x, Y : S. [T,(x) A T,(Y) * (x 7 Y =b,&) = ~d~))l I s E Wn) 
In the sequel, in particular for the definition of the symbols and of the proof systems 
of the observability operators, we use the following assumptions and notations. 
Assumptions. Let C = (S, F) be a signature and CO’ = (S’, F’, P’) be a relational 
signature such that C c CO’. Let Obs, In E S. Then: 
~ Copy(C) denotes a disjoint “copy” of C, c : C + Copy(C) denotes the corresponding 
bijective signature morphism and c-l: Copy(C) -+ C denotes the inverse of c,r5 
_ Copy(X)‘) denotes a disjoint “copy” of CO’, c’ : CO -+ Copy(X)‘) denotes the corres- 
ponding bijective signature morphism and c’- ’ : Copy(X)‘) + CO’ denotes the in- 
verse of c’ such that Copy(C) E Copy(C0’) and c is the restriction of c’ to Z. 
- {-,:s,sl=S), {-C(s) : c(s), c(s) 1 s E S}, {T, : s 1 s E S\In}, {T,(,) : c(s) 1 s E S\In} are sets 
of predicate symbols and {n,,,: s -+ c(s) 1 s E S}, {q~,,(,) : c(s) -+ s I SE S> are sets of 
function symbols disjoint from CuCopy(C0’). 
Definition 5.3 (Symbols of the observability operators). Let SPO be a specification with 
signature C = (S, F) and Obs, In c S. Let CO’ = Symbols(SP0). 
(1) Symbols(bebaviour SPO wrt Obs, In) =def CuCopy(CO’)u 
{ws:s, sls~S}u {T,:slsES\In}u{rc,,,:s+c(s)IsES) 
(2) Symbols(SPO/+,,,,,,) =&f ~UcOpy(~o’)U 
{ NCW : c(s), c(s) I s E S}u{ T,,,, : c(s)1 s E S\In}u{n,- I,~(~) : c(s) --t s I s E S> 
As in Section 3.2 the set of the hidden symbols of a specification SP is given by 
Hidden =&f Symbols(SP)\Sig(SP) while the symbols of Sig(SP) are also called 
“visible” symbols in the following. Hence, Symbols(behaviour SPO wrt Obs, In) 
consists of the signature C together with a hidden copy of the symbols of SPO (given by 
Copy(X)‘)) and the new (hidden) predicate and function symbols ms, T,, and z,,, (with 
s E Sorts(SP0) and s’ E Sorts(SPO)\In). Symbols(SPO/~o,,,,,) contains also the signa- 
ture C together with the hidden copy Copy(C0’) but the new (hidden) predicate and 
function symbols -C(S), Tee,,) and 7~,-~,,(,) are introduced for the hidden sorts c(s) (with 
s E Sorts(SP0) and s’ E Sorts(SPO)\In). 
15The copy of a signature and its associated morphisms can easily be defined by a pushout construction. 
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We can now extend Definition 3.7 by providing proof systems for the observability 
operators. 
Definition 5.4 (Proof systems for the observability operators). Let SPO be a specifica- 
tion with signature C = (S, F) and Obs, In c_ S. Let CO’ = Symbols(SP0). 
(1) n hehaviour SPO wrt Obs.1” =def &POC~‘WX’ for all x’ E CO’1 uCT,, “I uCiT,-, 4 
dicl -2-.0bs,In]~[Comp -z,0b%ln]u[71C : I +Copy(Z.).In]. 
t2) J7SP0,‘_;o+ ,n =def ~sPoCWW for all x’ E ~O’IUC~~~~~,~~~~J uCiTc~~L),c~lnJ 
“bcl “~,,?),~(Obs).~,In)] uCCOmp ~c12).c(Obc).c(In)] 
u CT? 1 : copy,z.‘) ~Z,C(l”J. 
Remark 5.5. (1) The proof system of an observational behaviour specification 
SP = bebaviour SPO wrt Obs, In with signature C is constructed in three steps: First, 
all symbols of SPO are copied (in particular, the signature of SPO is hidden) and the 
new proof system is based on the appropriately renamed version of nsPo. Then the 
observational equality is described on the visible sorts using the axioms and rules 
Cud, CiTz,d [icI -z,Obs,ln] and [Cow - Z,Obs,I,,]. Finally, the visible sorts are 
connected to the hidden sorts via the functions ?I,,, : s + c(s) which are axiomatized by 
the axioms ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ d 
(2) The proof system of an observational quotient specification SPO/Z~~~,,~ with 
signature C = (S, F) is also constructed in three steps: First, as for the behaviour 
v006noperator, all symbols of SPO are copied and the new proof system is based on 
the renamed version of flspo. Then the observational equality is described on the 
hidden sorts using the axioms and rules [T,(z,,,(,,J, [iT,(z,,,(,,,], [iCI ~c(L,,c(obs,.c(,nJ 
and CComp “c,~Lc,Obsf,c,In) 1. Finally, the hidden sorts are connected to the visible sorts 
via the functions 71, l,c~s~ : c(s) -+ s which are axiomatized by the axioms 
CG ’ : Copy(Z)-Z’,c,In) I. 
The above axioms and rules for the quotient operator are defined by applying 
Definition 5.1 to c(C) = (c(S), c(F)) with c(Obs), c(In) c_ c(S) and by applying 
Definition 5.2 to the bijective signature morphism c- ’ : Copy(C) -+ 2. For instance, 
L-71, I: Copy,Z)-Z,c,In) ] consists of the following axioms: 
Cn, ~~~~~~~~~ + z.c~~n~-Homl 
= PXI : c(sd. .” v&l: c(&l). TC(S?,)W A ‘.. A ~Cb&J =a 
xc ~,ccdcmX,> ~..>Xfl)) =f(7-k~,c(sI)(XI), ~“>=c-~,ccsn,(%i)) 
\,~:s~,...,s,--,s andfEF) 
(s,,, ..f, s,, are the input sorts among the argument sorts off) 
1% ’ : copy,xL‘) - z,c(,n,-Epil 
= {Vx’ : s. 3x : c(s). 71,. l.c~s~(x) = x’ 1 s E In) 
~{VX’:S.~X:C(S). T&x) A 71,-I,,&) = x’(s~S\In) 
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For deriving formulas we can (as in Section 3.2) combine Dsp with any Hilbert-style 
proof system II for many sorted first-order logic with equality and we write again 
SP E 4 if a formula 4 can be deduced using ZI and the axioms and rules of Z&r. 
The following lemma states a useful consequence of the proof system for 
SPO/=olJs, In. 
Lemma 5.6. Let SPO be a specification with signature C = (S, F) and let In, Obs c S. 
Let t = r be an equation with t, TE T (C, XI,). Then the following holds: 
Zf SPO k VI’. c[t] = c[r] for all observable contexts c E C(C)ob”,ln then SPO/zObs,In k 
t = r. 
Proof. Let CO’ = Symbols(SP0). To avoid name ambiguities the signature morphism 
c’ : CO’ --) Copy(C0’) is denoted by x’ and the signature morphism c : C --f Copy(C) is 
denoted by x in the proof. Assume that for all CE C(C)obs,‘n, SPO !- V’I/. c[t] = c[r] 
holds, i.e. VI’. c[t] = c[r] can be deduced in ZIsPoun. Then, for all CE C(C)obs,l”, 
VV. x(c)[x(t)] = x(c)[x(r)] can be deduced in Zi’,,&‘(x’)/x’ for all x’~CO’]un. 
Hence, VT/. c[X(t)] = c[X(r)] can be deduced in ns,&‘(x’)/x’ for all X’E CO’]un 
for all c E C(X(C))~(~~~),~(~“). Using the rules [iCI -X~Z~,X~Obs~,X~inJ we then obtain 
SP”/=Obs,ln k X(t) -xcsj X(r) (by choosing 4 = false and since T,,&(t)) and T,&(r)) 
hold if s E S\In). Then, using the axioms [r+, :copy,z~_P,X~ln~- - =], we have 
=o/*Obs, In F 71~ I,xc,,(x(t)) = rcn,- l,xc&(r)). From this one can deduce SPO/%obs,r” I- 
t = r, using the axioms Cq ~~~~~~~~~ _ z,xcI,j-Homl and Cw 1 :G,~~(~) + z,,~r,~-Epil. Cl 
5.2. Adequacy of the proof systems 
For proving soundness and completeness we proceed as in Section 3.3 and we 
assume given a sound and complete (Hilbert-style) proof system ZZ for many sorted 
first-order logic with equality. In particular, the following generalization of Lemma 
3.10 to specifications with observability operators is used for the soundness proof in 
Theorem 5.15. 
Lemma 5.7. Let SP be a specification and let c’ = Symbols(SP). For any C-algebra 
AE Mod(SP) there exists a Z-structure A’ such that 
(4 A’I (SP) = 4 
(ii) A’ satisfies all axioms and rules of nsp. 
Proof. We extend the structural induction proof of Lemma 3.10 by cases for the new 
observability operators. In particular, we have to prove the generalization (ii’) of (ii) as 
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formulated in the proof of Lemma 3.10. In the following of the proof, let SPO be 
a specification with signature C = (S, F), let Obs, In E S and let CO’ = Symbols(SP0). 
(6) SP = behaviour SPO wrt Obs, In: First, remember that C’ = Symbols(SP) = 
CuCopy(CO’)u~-,:s,s~s~S}u{T,:s~s~S\In~u(n,,,:s~c(s)~.s~S~ where c:C+ 
Copy(Z). Moreover, c’ : C’ + Copy(C0’). Now, let A E Mod(behaviour SPO wrt Obs. In). 
Then 4Xd,i~ob,, I”, A E Mod(SP0). Let A0 =def A[X,,]jzo,,,,,,.. By induction hy- 
pothesis there exists a CO’-structure AO’ such that AO’I- = A0 and each expansion of 
AO’ satisfies all axioms and rules of Us,,,,. Due to the treatment of hidden symbols wc 
can construct an expansion of A to a Z’-structure A’ such that: 
~ A’12 = A, 
~ (A’1 cOpy~zO~,)~c~ = AO’, (i.e. A’lcopy(zO,, is the renamed version of AO’) 
_ A’=, 
-I Wbs. In. A. s for al1 s E s, 
~~ T$’ = A[X,,& for all s E S\In, 
~ 7~;: Ai + A&, (= AO: = AO,) for all s E S, where 
n!‘,(a) =+,[u], if a E A[X,,],, r&(u) =+, arbitrary, otherwise. 
Obviously, A’ (and hence each expansion of A’) satisfies [TL.,,,]u[iTI-.,,]u 
[iCI - 2.0bs.lnl”[COmp N~,Obs.lnlu[~,:\~,(~_),lnl. M oreover, since each expansion of 
AO’ satisfies all axioms and rules of nspo and since (A’lcopy(ZO,,)lc. = AO’, each expan- 
sion of A’lCopy(zO,, (and hence each expansion of A’) satisfies all axioms and rules of 
HspO[c’(x’)/Y for all X’E CO’]. In summary, each expansion of A’ satisfies all axioms 
and rules of ll behaviour SPO wt Obs. In. 
(7) SP = SPO/zobs, ,,,: Remember that C’ = Symbols(SP) = CuCopy(CO’)u 
i- c(.o: c(s), c(s) 1 SE S}u{ T,(,): c(s) 1 SE S\In}ujrc, I,c,s,: c(s) + s / SE S) where c : Z + 
Copy(C) and c- ’ is the inverse of c. Moreover, c’ : C’ + Copy(C0’). Now, let 
A E Mod(SPO/%ob,,,, ) Then there exists a C-algebra Ao~Mod(sP0) such that A is 
isomorphic to AOIX,n]/~obs,,n,AO. W.1.o.g. let A = AOIX,,]/zobs,,,,,AO. By induction 
hypothesis there exists a CO’-structure AO’ such that AO’lz = A0 and each expansion of 
AO’ satisfies all axioms and rules of nspo. Due to the treatment of hidden symbols we 
can construct an expansion of A to a Z-structure A’ such that: 
~ A’lz = A, 
~~ (A’&,y~ZO& = AO’ (i.e. A’ICopy~~O~, is the renamed version of AO’) 
A’ 
~ hC(.y) = =Obs. I,,, A0.s for all s E % 
~ T:.;, = AO[X,,], for all s E S\In, 
~ 7&&,: A:,,, (= AO$ = AO,) -+ A$ (= A,) for all s E S, where 
rep’,,,.(,) a) =def [a], if a E AO[X,,],, r~$‘~,,,,,(a) =def arbitrary, otherwise. 
Obviously, A’ (and hence each expansion of A’) satisfies [ Tc~L~.,~,,,] u [iT~(2,,c(,J 
u cicl -c(Z),c(Obs),c(ln)l u [COrnp “C~z.),c(ObsLcUn~l u CT 1: copy~z~ + . ctlnJ. Moreover, 
since each expansion of AO’ satisfies all axioms and rules of 17spo and since 
(~‘IC.opy(zO’))lc’ = AO’ each expansion of A’lCopy~PO., (and hence each expansion of A’) 
satisfies all axioms and rules of n,,,,[c’(x’)/x’ for all x’ECO’]. In summary, each 
expansion of A’ satisfies all axioms and rules of Z7spo._oh, ,,,. 0 
For proving the completeness we define the following families of omitting sets. 
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Definition 5.8 (riTZ, ,,, , ricIz,obs ,,, ). Let C = (S, P) be a signature and let Obs, In c S. 
’ (1) For each s E DS\In, 
riTZ,In s =def (T,(x))u{‘v’Var(t). x # tlt~T(C, Xl& with x$Var(t)} 
riT, I,, =def (riTp,I,,,)seS\In 
(2) For each s E S, 
ricIz,obs In s =def {1(X “s y))u{‘JV. c[x] = c[y] I c[z,] E C(C)ob”~‘“} if SE In, , I 
ric~,,ob, In s =def {1(X -sY)> % 3 
u{ T,(x) A T,(Y) A vv. c[x] = c[y] 1 c[z,] E C(C)ob”31”} if SE S\In, 
riCIL,ob, I,, =def (riCIz,Obs, I,,, ,)ssS. 
(As before we assume that for each observable C-context c, vl/. c[x] = c[y] is the 
context equation associated to c.) 
The next lemma is the basis for proving the completeness of the infinitary rules 
CiTd and WI -Z.,Obs,In]~ 
Lemma 5.9. Let C = (S, F) be a signature and let Obs, In G S. Moreover, let C’ be 
a relational signature such that Z E C’ and let T be a set of Y-sentences. 
(1) 1f T is [IT,,,,,,]-closedf or each s E S\In, then T locally omits each riTz,In S. 
(2) UT is WI -Z,Obs. 1n.s ]-closedfor each s E S, then T locally omits each ricILOha In s. , . 
Proof. (1) Let 4 be a Z-formula which is consistent with T (cf. Section 2.6). W.1.o.g. 
assume that 4 contains (at least) the free variable x of sort s E S\In. Then there exists 
a Z-structure A and a valuation CI: X -PA such that A+ T and A, crI=+. We 
distinguish two cases. 
Case (i): A, CI I= T,(x). Then Vx : s. T,(x) =z-l4 is not satisfied by A and hence 
T I= Vx: s. T,(x) *i 4 fails. Since T is [IT Z,In,s]-closed there exists t E T (C, Xln)s 
such that T I= 1 &t/x] fails. Hence, there exists a Z-structure A’ and a valu- 
ation a’:X + A’ such that A’k T and A’, ~l’l= +[t/x]. W.1.o.g. let x$Var(t). 
Then this implies that A, E” C_ (4 A 3Var(t). x = t) which is equivalent to 
A, a” k (4 A lvVar(t). x # t) where a”(x) = &_f r,,(t) and U”(Y) =&f G!(Y) if Y # X. 
Hence, (4 A 1 vVar(t). x # t) is consistent with T. 
Case (ii): Not A, c( + T,(x). Then A, K + 4 A 1 T,(x). Hence, 4 A 1 T,(x) is consis- 
tent with T. 
Thus, in both cases there exists y E riTZ,,” s such that $J A 1 y is consistent with T. 
Therefore, T locally omits each riTz,,n S. ’ 
(2) Let $ be a Z-formula which is consistent with T. Then there exists a C’- 
structure A and a valuation a : X -+ A such that A + T and A, (x k 4. We distinguish 
two cases: 
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Case (i): A, r /= x wS y. Then il, 2 /= 4 A x msy which is equivalent to 
A, rx I= 4 A 1(1(x NS y)). Hence, 4 A 1(1(x -,y)) is consistent with T. 
Case (ii): Not A, x + x -sy. Then A, r I= 4 A 1(x -sy) which is equivalent to 
A, x+ l(ld, v Xhs y). Hence, Tl=i$~ V x -s y fails. W.1.o.g. assume that .x, y are 
variables of a sort seS\In. Since T is closed w.r.t. [iCI-L.Obs,In,s] there exists 
c E C( C)Ob’. in such that T I= (1 $I V (T,(x) A T,(y) A ‘v’V’. c[x] = c[y])) fails. Hence, 
there exists a F-structure A’ and a valuation E’: X + A’ such that A’/= T and 
A’, x’I= (4 A i(7’Jx) A T,(y) A VV. c[x] = c[y])). Therefore, (4 A i(T,(s) A 
T,(y) A VP’. c[x] = c[y])) is consistent with T. 
Thus, in both cases there exists y E riclr,obs ,” 5 such that 4 A 1 y is consistent with T. 
Therefore, T locally omits each ricI Obs,,i J.’ 0 1. , 
Lemma 5.10. Let SP be a specijication and C’ = Symbols(SP). Each injimtary rule of 
IlsP is of the,form [iIz. N,s], [iTz,in,J or [iCI -z,obs.l,,s] where C = (S. F) is a signature 
such that C E 1’. 
Proof. By induction over the structure of SP taking into account that at most 
a renaming is performed on a given infinitary rule. 0 
Due to Lemma 5.10, Definitions 3.11 and 5.8, the omitting set r, is defined for any 
infinitary rule [r] of nsp. The next lemma is an application of the extended omitting 
types theorem (cf. Theorem 2.1). It extends Lemma 3.14 since we consider now 
specifications with observability operators and their corresponding infinitary rules. 
Lemma 5.11. Let SP be a specijcation and C’ = Symbols(SP). ZfT is a consistent set of 
Y-sentences that locally omits each r,.for any injinitary rule [r] of IlsP then there exists 
a C’-structure A’ that satisjes T (i.e. A’ E Mod,(T)) and omits r,,for any injinitary~ rule 
Crl of &.P. 
Proof. According to Lemma 5.10, each infinitary rule of ZZsp is of the form [iIz,8.s], 
[iT~.i,,,] or [iCI - Z,obs,rn,s] where C = (S, F) is a signature such that C C E’. The 
proof is then analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.14 by applying the extended omitting 
types theorem (cf. Theorem 2.1) where we have to take into account that only finitely 
many free variables occur in each of the additional omitting sets riTl,,n,s and 
ricl Ob&In s’ q 1, , 
The following two technical lemmas are intermediate steps for proving Lemma 5.14. 
Lemma 5.12. Let .X = (S, F) be a signature, Obs, In c S and let C’ be a relational 
signature such that Cu{ -S 1 s E S}u{T, ) s E S\In) E C’. Moreover, let A’ be a Z’- 
structure and let A = A’], be the reduct of A’ to C. Then the following holds: 
[f A’ omits I’iTZ,,n s for each s E S\In, omits riClp,Obs,,n,s for each s E S and satisfies the 
axioms [T,, ,,,I and [COmp “P,Obs, m] then: 
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(1) T,A’ = (A[X,,]),for all sES\In, 
(2) A’ = zobs.In,A,sfor all sES. 
Proof. (1) Let s E S\In be arbitrary. 
(6 c 3>: 
riTr,, s 
Assume UE TsA’. Then A’, %‘I= T,(x) where g’(x) = a. Since A’ omits 
there exists y E {T,(x)}u{YVar(t). x # t 1 t E T (C, Xl,& with x$Var(t)} such 
that k’, CI’ /= 1 y. Since y cannot be the formula TJx), there exists a term t E T (C, XI& 
with x$Var(t) such that A’, CY! t= -~(t/Var(t). x # t), Hence, A’, a’\= War(t). x = t. 
Therefore, by definition of A[X,,], a E (A[X,,]),. 
“ 2 “: Assume a E (A[X& Then there exists a term t E T (Z, Xl& and a valuation 
CI : X + A such that a = lx(t). Since A’ satisfies the axioms [T,,,,] we have A’, CL + T,(t) 
and therefore a = Z,(t)E TsA’. 
(2) We consider the case where s E S\In (the proof for s E In is even simpler). Let 
a, MEAL = A,. 
“ G “: Assume a -f’b. Since A’ satisfies the second part of [Comp No, ohs, J we have 
a, b E Tt’ and hence, by (l), a, b E A[X,,]. Then, using the first part of [Comp -z, obs,,J 
(i.e. the “context-axioms”), we then obtain a zobs,,n,A b. 
“ 1 “: Assume a =obs, “,A b. Then a, b E A[X,,] and hence, by (l), a, b E T$‘. Now let 
~1’ be a valuation with E’(X) = a and a’(y) = b. Then for all contexts c[z,] E C(C)obs,‘n, 
A’, a’+ T,(x) A T,(y) A VV.c[x] = c[y]. Since A’ omits ricIL-,ob, In s there exists 
y E ri%,Obs,ln,s such that A’, a’k 1 y. Since y cannot be any form& T,(x) A T,(y) 
A VV. c[x] = c[y], we have A’, a’ I= 11 (x -, y), i.e. A’, a’ I= x ms y. Hence 
a -f’b. [7 
Lemma 5.13. Let C = (S, F) be a signature and Obs, In G S. Let Zl be a signature, 
0: C + Cl be a bijective signature morphism and let c’ be a relational signature such that 
CuElu{-,ls~S}u{T, IsES\In)u{71,,,:s--t~(s)ISES} G Z’. Moreover, let A’ be 
a Y-structure and A = A’jr be the reduct of A’ to C. Assume that the following holds: 
(1) TS’ = (A[X,& for all s E S\In, 
(2) -6’ = =Obs,ln, A,s for all s E S. 
(3) A’k C~c~+n,~nl~ 
Then (A’lzl)lb is isomorphic to AIX,n]/~obs.,n,A. 
Proof. Define h = (h,),,s by 
h, : (A[xhl/=obs,h,A)s -, Wizd,),, MaI) =d,,d,i:,(a) for all a c MXIJs. 
W.1.o.g. let s E S\In in the following of the proof. Since A’ satisfies the assumptions (1) 
and (2) we can always use the following fact: For all a, b E A:, aE(A[X,,]), iff aE T/’ 
and a =Obs,In, A,s b ifi a -$’ b. 
h, is well-defined: First, note that xi,;(a)E((A’J,,)I,), since zt,i: Ai -+ A;,,, and 
A&, = (.4,&~ = (~A’~zIM,. Let a, b~(NXd such that Cal = PI, i.e. 
a zo&, ,,,, A, s b. Then a, b E T$’ and a A’ b. Since A’ satisfies (3), in particular A’ satisfies 
C%:Z-z1,1n- - =]. Hence z:,:(a) = xi,‘,(b). 
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h, is injectiue: Let a, b E(A[X& such that z:,‘,(a) = z:,,(b). Then a, b E T$’ and since 
A’ satisfies [z, :t _zl,In- N =], a -p’ b. Hence, a zobs,In,A,s b, i.e. [a] = [b]. 
h, is surjectice: Let ~E((A’I~~)~~), = A’,,,,. Since A’ satisfies [q,:Z_21,,,-Epi] there 
exists an element bE AL such that be T$’ and z;,‘,(b) = a. Hence, there exists 
~E(A[X,,]), such that q&(b) = a. Thus, h,([b]) = n:,,(b) = a. 
h, is a C-homomorphism: W.1.o.g. let (f: s1 --+ S)E F such that s, E S\In and 
let [a] E (&X1”]/ =Obs,In, Ah. Then h,(f ‘q”lI ““h”“A([u])) = h,([f”[“‘+)]) = 
h,([fA(u)]) = hJ[f”‘(u)]) = nt,‘Jf”‘(u)) (since A’ satisfies [z,:z_l-l,,,-Hom] and 
a E T.!‘) = a(J‘ 4(a)) = o(f) A.1 =(G ,1(a)) =f L4’l,,)l”(71 .,,~(a)) =f’A”-rl”~(h.~l(Cal)). 
In summary, this shows that the fa;ily h = (h,,),,s is a C-isomorphism. 0 
Lemma 3.16 and its structural induction proof have to be extended to the observ- 
ability operators: 
Lemma 5.14. Let SP be a speci$cution and C’ = Symbols(SP). Moreover, let A’ be 
a F-structure with the following properties: 
(i) A’ omits r,for all injnitury rules [r] of flsp, 
(ii) A’ suti$es all axioms of IISP. 
Then A’ISig(SP)~ Mod(SP). 
Proof. We extend the structural induction proof of Lemma 3.16 by cases for the 
observability operators. For this purpose, let SPO be a specification with signature 
C = (S, F), let Obs, In G S and let CO’ = Symbols(SP0). 
(6) SP = behaviour SPO wrt Obs, In: First, remember that C’ = Symbols(SP) = 
zucopy(co’)u{-,: s,sISES}uIT,:slsES\InSu{n,,,:s-t~(s)IsESi where c:Z + 
Copy(C). Now, let A’ be a C’-structure which satisfies the assumptions (i) and (ii). 
Let A = A’IZ. We have to show that AE Mod(behaviour SPO wrt Obs. In), i.e. 
A[X,nl/%br.~n.A E Mod(SPO). 
By assumption (i) and (ii), in particular A’ (and hence A’ICopy,ZOSJ omits r,. for all 
infinitary rules [r] of ZIsPo[c’(x’)/x’ f or all x’ E ZO’] and satisfies all axioms of 
n,,,[c’(x’)/x’ for all x’ E CO’] where c’ : C’ -+ Copy(C0’). From this we can deduce that 
the CO’-structure (A’Icopy~zO~J(c~ omits r, for all infinitary rules [r] of r;lspO and satisfies 
all axioms of 17,,,. Hence, by induction hypothesis, ((A’lc,,,czo,,)lc,)lz E Mod(SP0). 
Note that ((A’! copy~zo~~)lc~)lz = (~‘ICopy~z04 = (A’lCopydlc. Hence, WIC~~~~I~ t 
Mod(SP0). Therefore, it is now enough to show that (A’J copy~~J~c is isomorphic to 
AIXlnl/=Obs.In, A (taking into account that model classes are closed under isomor- 
phism). 
Since, by assumption (i) and (ii), A’ omits riT,,,” ,, for each SE S\In, omits 
riCl L,Obs ,n,s for each seS and satisfies the axioms [T2-,,,,j and [Comp _ Z,obs,l”] we 
have, by’ Lemma 5.12, that T$’ = (A[X,,]), for all SE S\In and -$’ = zobs,l,,A,s for all 
SE S. Moreover, by assumption (ii), A’+ [7t,:Z.+Capy~Z.~,In]. Therefore, by Lemma 5.13, 
we obtain as desired that (A’1 copy~zJlc is isomorphic to NXJ/= Obs,ln. A. 
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(7) SP = SPO/E~,,~,,~: Remember that c’ = Symbols(SP) = CuCopy(CO’)u 
C~c(s, . ~~(~),~(~)~~~S}u{T,~,,:c(s)~s~S\1n}u(~,~~,,~,,:c(s)-ts~s~S} where c:C-+ 
Copy(C) and c -’ is inverse to c. Now, let A’ be a Z-structure which satisfies the 
assumptions (i) and (ii). Let A = A’l,. We have to show that A E Mod(SPO/zo,,,,,,), i.e. 
that there exists a Z-algebra Ao~Mod(sP0) such that A is isomorphic to 
~OC~*“ll~obs,l”,AO~ 
By assumption (i) and (ii), in particular A’ (and hence A’lCopy~zo~,) omits r, for all 
infinitary rules [r] of n&c’(x’)/x’ for all x’ECO’] and satisfies all axioms of 
nspo[c’(x’)/x’ for all x’ E CO’] where c’ : C’ -+ Copy(C0’). From this we can deduce that 
the CO’-structure (A’l,-opy~zo+ omits r, for all infinitary rules [r] of ZIspo and satisfies 
all axioms of nspo. Hence, by induction hypothesis ((A’Icopyc~~,,)~c,)~~ E Mod(SP0). 
Note as above that ((A’Ic~~~(=o,))I~,)I~ = (4Copy~~O&- = (4copy~Z~)lc and hence 
WI copy~&~ Mod(SP0). In the following, let Al = def (A’(copy& and A0 = def 
All,6 Mod(SP0). We are done if we have shown that A is isomorphic to 
AOCX,nll =Obs, In, A0 . 
Since, by assumption (i) and (ii), A’ omits riT,(,),,(,,) c(s) for each SE S\In, omits 
‘ic,0, c(Obs) c(h) C(S) for each s E S and satisfies the axioms [Tc(Pj,c(,nJ and 
LComp -“(;,.c(Cibr),~ln~l’ we can apply Lemma 5.12 (for C = Copy(C) and A = Al) 
and obtain that T,,;, = (Al CXWI)~~~~ for all s E S\In and 4 = %(Obs),c(ln), Al, c(s) for 
all SE S. Moreover, by assumption (ii), A’/= [q-l :,-opy~Z~_~,c~,nJ. We can now apply 
Lemma 5.13 (for C =Copy(C), Cl =C, r~ = c-‘:Copy(Z)+C and A= Al) 
and obtain that (A’~,&I (= Al,-,) is isomorphic to Al[X,(,,~]/~~(obs),c(,“),A,. 
Hence, (Alcm~)lc ( = A) is isomorphic to (Al[X,,,,,]/~~,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,)),. Since one 
can easily prove that (AICXc~~n~ll~~c(Obs~,c~ln~,Al)lc = ((AIIc)CXlnl/~obs,In.(AII.)) = 
AOIX,n]/?zobs,,n,AO we obtain as desired that A is isomorphic to 
AO[X,n]/%s, ,n, Ao. 0 
Using the above lemmas we can now state the main theorem which shows that the 
proof systems for all specification building constructs including the observability 
operators are sound and complete. 
Theorem 5.15 (Soundness and completeness of ZIspun). Let SP be a specijication 
with signature C. A set T of C-sentences is Ilsp-consistent if and only if T has an 
SP-model. 
Proof. “ * ” (Completeness): Let c’ = Symbols(SP). Let T be a us,-consistent set of 
Z-sentences and let T * be the set of all Z-sentences deducible from T by the axioms 
and rules of Ii’s,uZI. Then T * is [r]-closed for all infinitary rules [r] of nsp (cf. proof 
of Theorem 3.17). According to Lemma 5.10 each infinitary rule [r] of us,. has the 
form Ckx,J, CiTsI,d or WI Nzl,Obs,In,sl f or some signature Cl G C’. Hence, by 
Lemmas 3.12 and 5.9, T* locally omits r, for all infinitary rules [r] of ZIsp. The 
remainder of the proof is completely analogous to the proof of the completeness in 
Theorem 3.17, now using Lemma 5.11 and 5.14 (instead of Lemmas 3.14 and 3.16). 
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“+” (Soundness): The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.17. 
now using Lemma 5.7 (instead of Lemma 3.10). 0 
From Theorem 5.15 we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.16. Let SP he a spec$cution with signuture C and let 4 be a Z-sentence. 
Then: 
SP k q4 if and only if Mod(SP) I= 4. 
Proof. The proof is the same as for Corollary 3.18 (now using Theorem 5.15 instead of 
Theorem 3.17). [? 
6. A proof system for implementations 
An important application of algebraic specifications is the formalization of correct- 
ness notions in program development. In the literature several implementation no- 
tions have been considered, the most prominent ones are either based on the ideas of 
[3 l] and formalized using so-called “forget-restrict-identify” concepts (cf. e.g. [ 171) or 
are based on observability notions (cf. e.g. [24.46,47]). For a survey on implementa- 
tion concepts and observability see [40]. 
The power of the specification building operators introduced in the last sections 
allows us to use a simple implementation relation for structured specifications which 
is defined by model class inclusion (cf. also [SO, 561). In particular, there is no need for 
using an explicit “forget” step in the implementation construction due to the existence 
of the export operator and there is also no need for integrating an observability 
concept in the implementation definition since we can always apply the observable 
behaviour or the observational abstraction operator to the specification to be imple- 
mented. 
Definition 6.1. Let SP and SPl be (structured) specifications. SPl is called implemen- 
tation of SP (denoted by SP-* SPl) if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Sig(SP1) = Sig(SP) and 
(2) Mod(SP1) G Mod(SP). 
Obviously the implementation relation is transitive. Moreover, one can easily prove 
that all specification building operators are compatible with the implementation 
relation. More precisely: 
Fact 6.2. All specijcation building operators are monotonic w.r.t. . +. 
i.e. if SP--* SPl and SP’+ SPl’ then 
(1) rename SP by (~--rename SPl by u, 
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(2) w,-* SPlIz, 
(3) SP + Sp’-+SPl + SPl’, 
(4) reach SP with F9-+reach SPl with F,, 
(5) behaviour SP wrt Obs, In-+ behaviour SPl wrt Obs, In, 
(6) SP/=ob,,,,-+ SPl/=obs,~n. 
(Zt is assumed that all specijcations above are well-formed.) 
Example 6.3. Consider the specification STATE2 from Example 4.11 as an abstract 
requirement specification of the observational behaviour of states. We implement 
states by sequences of pairs consisting of an identifier and its associated value. Hence, 
each sequence stores not only the current value of an identifier x but also all previous 
values of x. 
Formally, the specification STATE2 is implemented by the following specification 
STATE-IMPL: 
spec STATE-IMPL = STATE-SEQlsig(sTATE2) 
which exports the signature of STATE2 from the underlying specification STATE- 
SEQ given below. The specification STATE-SEQ introduces a reachability constraint 
which requires that states are constructed by the constant “init”, by the operation 
(. , .) (forming the pair of an identifier and a data value) and by the operation 
. & . (concatenating two sequences of pairs). The operations “update” and “lookup” 
are implemented as expected. 
spec STATE-SEQ = reach 
sorts {id, data, state} 
opns {do: + data, 
init: + state, 
(. , .): id, data : + state, 
& : state, state + state, 
update: id, data, state + state, 
lookup: id, state + data} 
axioms {Vx, y: id, d: data, s, t, u: state. 
s & init = s A init & s = s A 
(s & t) & u = s & (t & u) A 
update(x, d, s) = (x, d) & s A 
lookup(x, init) = d0 A 
lookup(x, (x, d) & s) = d A 
(x # y ==- lookup(x, (y, d) & s) = lookup(x, s))} 
with {init, (. , .) , . & .} endspec 
Now we can state that the specification STATE-IMPL is an implementation of 
STATE2, i.e. 
STATE2 -+ STATE-IMPL. 
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It is important to note that STATE-IMPL would not be an implementation of the 
specification STATE1 (cf. Example 3.2) since STATE-IMPL does not satisfy the 
requirements of STATE1 saying that only the current value of an identifier is stored 
and that the “update” operation is commutative. However, since STATE2 is construc- 
ted by applying the observational behaviour operator to STATE1 where states are 
considered to be non-observable the above requirements have to be fulfilled only by 
the observable behaviour of the models of STATE-IMPL which is indeed the case 
since states can only be observed via the lookup operation. In Example 6.7 we show 
how to prove formally the correctness of this implementation. 
In the following we will provide a proof system, denoted by II ‘, which allows us to 
prove an implementation relation, say SPa -+SPl, inductively according to the 
modular structure of the “abstract” specification SPa to be implemented. 
If SPa = (C, E) is a basic specification then according to rule (1) of the proof 
system one has to show that the axioms of SPa can be proved using the proof system 
II SP1 of SPl defined in the last sections. If SPa = rename SP by o is a (bijective) 
renaming of some specification SP then rule (2) says that it suffices to prove that the 
renaming of SPl w.r.t. the inverse of r~ is an implementation of SP. If SPa = SPJr 
exports a (sub)signature C from a specification SP then, according to rule (3), it is 
sufficient to show that there exists a persistent extension SP2 of SPl (which means 
that Sig(SP1) < Sig(SP2) and Mod(SP1) = MOd(SP2)Isig(sp1)) such that SP2 is an 
implementation of SP. If SPa = SP + SP’ is the sum of SP and SP’ then, according to 
rule (4), SPl restricted to the appropriate signature has to implement both SP and SP’. 
If SPa = reach SP with FM is obtained by imposing a reachability constraint 
9 = (S,, FiR) on SP then rule (5) says that it suffices to show that SPl is an implemen- 
tation of SP and that all models of SPl satisfy the reachability constraint .&Y. Finally, if 
SPa = behaviour SP wrt Obs, In is obtained by applying the observational behaviour 
operator to SP then rule (6) says that it is sufficient to prove that the observational 
quotient of SPl is an implementation of SP. This rule is very important in cases where 
an implementation does not exactly satisfy the requirements of a given specification 
but satisfies only the intended observable behaviour (cf. e.g. Example 6.3, other 
well-known examples are, for instance, the implementation of sets by lists and the 
implementation of stacks by arrays with pointers). The rules (1). (2) and (4) were 
analogously used in the ultra-loose approach of [56]. 
Definition 6.4. (Proofsystem Zl *for implementations). All specifications in the follow- 
ing rules are assumed to be well-formed. 
(1) 
SPl E E, Sig(SP1) = C 
(1, E) -2-* SPl 
(2) 
SP-+rename SPl by 8-l 
rename SP by a--,SPl 
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(3) 
SP-*SP2, SP2 is a persistent extension of SPl, Sig(SP1) = C 
SPlz-+SP1 
(4) 
sp* splISig(SP), Sp+ SPlISig(SP’), Sig(SP1) = Sig(SP + SP’) 
SP + SP’-*SPl 
(5) 
SP-+ SPl, Mod(SP1) I= B 
reach SP with FM--+ SPl 
(6) hehaviour SP wrt Obs, In-+ SPl 
Remark 6.5. The above proof system contains three difficulties: 
(1) Applyirg rule (3) for “export” requires to find an appropriate persistent exten- 
sion SP2 of SPl. To prove the persistency one has to show that each model of SPl can 
be extended by interpretations of the symbols in Sig(SP2)\C in such a way that the 
extension is a model of SP2. In general, this has to be done by a semantical 
construction. However, if the axioms for the function symbols in Sig(SP2)\C are in 
a constructive form such as explicit or implicit definition then it is well-known that 
persistency can be checked by syntactic conditions (under mild assumptions). 
(2) Applying rule (5) requires to prove the validity of a reachability constraint. In 
practice, this can often be achieved by proving “sufficient completeness” of SPl w.r.t. 
the given constructors (see e.g. [55]) and/or by applying the techniques for proving 
reachability constraints studied in [20]. 
(3) In the above proof system there is no rule for the observational quotient, i.e. if 
the implementation relation is of the form SP/zob,,,,-+SP1 one has to perform 
a direct proof. As a consequence the proof system is complete (see below) only if the 
specification to be implemented contains no quotient construction. On one hand this 
can be considered to be not a serious restriction since on the left-hand side of an 
implementation relation one will usually not apply an observational quotient but, on 
the contrary, an observational behaviour operator. Then the observational quotient 
will only appear inside an implementation proof on the right-hand side of an 
implementation relation when applying rule (6). However, it still remains to consider 
how to prove an implementation relation of the form abstract SP wrt Obs, In-+ SPl 
as considered e.g. in [47].16 In this case, due to Proposition 4.17(l), the following rule 
is always correct: 
behaviour SP wrt Obs, In-+SPl 
abstract SP wrt Obs, In-+SPl 
l6 Remember that the abstract operator was defined in terms of the observational quotient (cf. Section 4.3). 
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It is important to note that if SP is behaviourally closed (cf. Remark 4.10.2) then we 
know by Proposition 4.17(2) that Mod(abstract SP wrt Obs, In) = Mod(behaviour SP 
wrt Obs, In) and then, due to the following theorem, the proof system is also complete 
for observational abstractor implementations. 
Theorem 6.6 (Soundness and completeness of tl ,). For any spec$icution SP contain- 
ing no ohsercutional quotient construction and for arzy specijication SPl, SP +SPl 
holds lf and only if the relation SP --jf SPl can he derbed hi’ the rules oj’tke proqf s~~stem 
ll ) presented in Definition 6.4. 
Proof. “=” (Soundness): The soundness of (1) follows from the soundness of nsp,. the 
soundness of (2) and (4) follows easily from the semantics of “rename” and “ + “_ 
(3) Let Sig(SP1) = C G Sig(SP) and assume SP ,L+ SP2 where SP2 is a persistent 
extension of SPl, i.e. Mod(SP1) = Mod(SP2)IZ. Since, by assumption, Mod(SP2) G 
Mod(SP) we have Mod(SP2)I, G Mod(SP Using the persistency assumption we 
then obtain Mod(SP1) = Mod(SP2)I, G Mod(SPI,). Since, moreover, Sig(SP1) = 
C = Sig(SPJ,) we have SPlz + SPl. 
(5) Assume SP--+SPl and Mod(SPl)+ .?A. Since SP-\+SPl, Sig(SP1) = 
Sig(SP) = Sig(reach SP with F,) and, moreover, Mod(SP1) c Mod(SP). Since. by 
assumption, all models of SPl satisfy the reachability constraint .?A = (S,, F,), we 
obtain Mod(SP1) G Mod(reach SP with F,). Thus reach SP with F8 -_ + SPI. 
(6) Assume SP -+SP~/Z~~,,~,. Then Sig(SP1) = Sig(SPl,izo,,,,,) = Sig(SP) = 
Sig(behaviour SP wrt Obs, In) and, moreover, Mod(SPl/zo,,,,,) G Mod(SP). i.e. 
Iso(Mod(SPl)/zobs.In) E Mod(SP). Therefore, also Mod(SPl)/q,,.,, G Mod(SP) 
holds. Then. by Corollary 4.9(3), we have Mod(SP1) G BehzO,s,,n(Mod(SP)), 
i.e. Mod(SP1) E Mod(behaviour SP wrt Obs, In). Thu”s, behaviour SP wrt Obs. 
In-,-*SPl. 
” * ” (Completeness): The completeness proof is performed by induction on the 
structure of the specification to be implemented. The case of basic specifications, 
renaming and combination of specifications can be shown analogously to the com- 
pleteness of the corresponding rules in the proof system of [56]. 
(“export”): Assume SPI, -+SPl. Then Sig(SP1) = C c_ Sig(SP) and Mod(SP1) 
G Mod(SPI,) = Mod(SP&. Let us first show that then Mod(SP1) = Mod(SP1 + SP)I,: 
Obviously, the direction “ 2 ” is always true. Conversely. let AE Mod(SP1). By 
assumption there exists BEM~~(SP) such that A = BI,. Thus, Bl,~Mod(sPl). 
Hence, B~Mod(sP1 + SP) and therefore A l Mod(sPl + SP)lz. Now, by choosing 
SP2 = SPl + SP, we know that SP2 is a persistent extension of SPl. Obviously, 
Sig(SP2) = Sig(SP) and Mod(SP2) G Mod(SP), i.e. SP * SP2. By induction hypothe- 
sis there is a derivation of SP--+ SP2 and therefore, by applying rule (3). we obtain 
a derivation of SPlz-+ SPI. 
(“reach”): Assume reach SP with F,-+ SPl. Then Sig(SP1) = Sig(reach SP with 
F,) = Sig(SP) and Mod(SP1) G Mod(reach SP with F,). Hence, Mod(SP1) c 
Mod(SP) and therefore SP -SPl. By induction hypothesis there is a derivation of 
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SP-+ SPl. Since all models of SPl satisfy the reachability constraint W = (S,, FJ we 
can then apply rule (5) and obtain a derivation of reach SP with F9 -+SPl. 
(“observational behaviour”): Assume behaviour SP wrt Obs, In-+ SPl. Then 
Sig(SP1/%ob+,) = Sig(SP1) = Sig(behaviour SP wrt Obs, In) = Sig(SP) and 
Mod(SP1) c_ Mod(behaviour SP wrt Obs, In), i.e. Mod(SP1) c Beh=,,s,,n(Mod(SP)). 
Now, by Corollary 4.9(3), we have Mod(SP1)/zobs,,,, s Mod(SP) and therefore, since 
model classes are closed under isomorphism, Iso(Mod(SPl)/z,,,,J c Mod(SP). 
Hence, Mod(SP1/zo,& E Mod(SP), i.e. SP-+ SP~/Z~~~,,~. By induction hypothesis 
there is a derivation of SP-+ SPl/ zobs and therefore, by applying rule (6), we obtain 
a derivation of behaviour SP wrt Obs, In-*SPl. 0 
Example 6.7. Consider the implementation relation STATE24 STATE-IMPL of 
Example 6.3. Let us first recall that 
STATE2 = behaviour STATE1 wrt {id, data), {id, data) 
STATE1 = reach STATE with {init, update} and 
STATE-IMPL = STATE-SEQlsig(sTATE2, 
where STATE and STATELSEQ are basic specifications (cf. Examples 3.2 and 6.3). 
For proving the implementation relation according to the structure of STATE2 the 
rules of the proof system ZI, are applied as shown below. Thereby we use the 
following abbreviations: Obs stands for {id, data}, ?X for the reachability constraint 
({state), {init, update)) and STATE-Ax denotes the axioms of the basic specification 
STATE: 
STATE-IMPL/Z~~~,~~~ k STATE-Ax 
by (1) 
STATE-+ STATE-IMPL/Z~~~,~,,~, Mod(STATE-IMPL/zobs,obs) + 2 
by (5) 
STATE1 -N) STATE-IMPL/z:,,,,o,, 
by (6) 
STATE2 -uv, STATE-IMPL 
For the application of rule (5) one has to show that the models of STATE- 
IMPL/Gzwx~ satisfy the reachability constraint &!. This, however, is an easy task 
since STATE-SEQ satisfies already the reachability constraint &Y which follows from 
the reachability constraint of STATE-SEQ and from the axioms of STATE-SEQ, 
in particular from the validity of the equation (x, d) & s = update(x, d, s) in 
STATE-SEQ. For the application of rule (1) one has to show that STATE- 
IMPL/ zobs,obS !- STATE-Ax using the proof system nSTATE_IMPL,=Obr,Ohr. The only 
problematic axioms are the last two axioms of STATE expressing that only the 
current value of an identifier is stored and that the “update” operation is commutative 
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(because both properties are not satisfied in the implementation STATE-IMPL). Let 
us consider, for instance, the equation update(x, d, update(x, e, s)) = update(x, d, s)) 
(for simplicity we omit here the universal quantification). Then, by Lemma 5.6, it is 
enough to show that for each observable context c over the signature of STATE the 
equation 
VI’. c[update(x, d, update(x, e, s))] = c[update(x, d, s)] 
can be derived using the proof system II sTATE_iMPL of STATE-IMPL. This. however. 
can be proved by context induction (cf. [ZS]). 
7. Characterizations of observational behaviour specifications 
and observational theories 
The central objective of our study was the development of proof calculi for 
structured specifications and implementations in the presence of observability oper- 
ators. In this section we first discuss the relationships between our observability 
operators to other observability concepts in the literature and we summarize charac- 
terizations of observational behaviour specifications given (in a more general frame- 
work) in [lo]. Then we consider observational theories and we show how the proof 
systems for structured specifications can be used for proving observational theorems 
over structured specifications. 
In the following, let C = (S, F) be a signature, Obs, In E S and ~o~~,,~ = 
( %bs. In. .4)AsAlg,?;) be the observational equality determined by Obs and In. 
7. I, Characterizations of obseraational behaviour specifications 
In the literature one can distinguish two main approaches to the definition of 
observational semantics of algebraic specifications. One is based on a notion of 
observational satisfaction for the axioms of a specification (cf. e.g. [44, 39, 5, 281) and 
the other one is based on observational abstraction (cf. e.g. [42,46,47, 54, 511). In 
Section 4.3 we have already seen that observational abstraction can be expressed in 
terms of our observability operators. In this subsection we first point out that 
observational semantics based on observational satisfaction can also be expressed by 
our concept of observational behaviour specification. For this purpose we have to 
define the observational satisfaction of a C-formula. The difference to the standard 
satisfaction relation is that the equality symbol “ = ” IS interpreted by the observa- 
tional equality of objects and that the variables of a formula are interpreted only in the 
domain of the observational equality. 
Definition 7.1. Let A be a C-algebra. The observational satisfaction relation 1c.r.t. 
%obs.ln (denoted by + =Oh, ,,) is defined as follows: 
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Let t, Y E T (C, X), be two terms of sort s, 4, Ic/ be two C-formulas and CI :X -+ A[X,,] 
be a valuation. 
(1) A, a I=+_,” t = Y holds if r,(t) %ob+,A I,(r), 
(2) A, ff I=%,,,. 14 holds if A, CI j=Z,,br,,n 4 does not hold and A, a I=_+ 4 A $ 
holds if both A, CI I==,,,,,. 4 and A, CI b_,,,,,. $ hold, 
(3) A? @ l=-_Obs.,” /fx : SC) holds if for all valuations p: X -+ A[X,,] with p(y) = cc(y) for 
all Y f x, A, B l=BObs,,n $ holds, 
(4) A I==,,bs.,n $J holds if A, tl I=&bs,ln C$ holds for all valuations a : X + A[X,,]. 
If we choose In = S, i.e. arbitrary input can be used for observable computations, 
then k,,,., is the observational satisfaction relation used in [44] for the behavioural 
validity of conditional equations. If we choose In = Obs, i.e. only observable input is 
allowed for observable computations, then +=,,,,,,, is the observational satisfaction 
relation used in [39] for the observational satisfaction of equations. The following 
theorem due to [lo], Theorem 3.11, points out an important relationship between the 
observational and the standard satisfaction relation. 
Theorem 7.2.” For any C-algebra A, A I=zObr,,n C$ifand only ifA[X,,]/q,b,,,,,, I= $. 
As an immediate consequence we obtain that for any basic specification SP the 
model class of the observational behaviour specification behaviour SP wrt Obs, In 
consists of all C-algebras which observationally satisfy the axioms of SP, i.e. observa- 
tional semantics based on observational satisfaction can be expressed by observa- 
tional behaviour specifications. 
Corollary 7.3. Let SP = (C, E) be a basic speczjication. Then 
Mod(behaviour SP wrt Obs, In) = {A E Alg(C) 1 A (=XObs,,n 4 for all C/I E E} 
In particular, Corollary 7.3 shows that if In = S then the semantics of behaviour SP 
wrt Obs, S coincides with the observational semantics of specifications used in [44] 
and if In = Obs then the semantics of behaviour SP wrt Obs, Obs coincides with the 
observational semantics of specifications used in [39]. 
Corollary 7.3 relies on the fact that SP is a basic specification. Considering arbitrary 
structured specifications SP we have two further characterization theorems due to 
[lo]. The first one shows that any observational behaviour specification can be 
expressed using the observational quotient, the combination of specifications and 
observational abstraction (cf. Theorem 5.15 in [lo]): 
Theorem 7.4. For any specification SP with signature C, 
Mod(behaviour SP wrt Obs, In) = Mod(abstract (SP + SP/=ob,,i,) wrt Obs, In). 
I7 This theorem and its various consequences have recently been extended to higher-order logic in [32]. 
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For the next characterization theorem we need the notion of fully abstract algebra 
(which is defined according to [38]). 
Definition 7.5. (1) A Z-algebra A is called fully abstract with respect to Obs,In (or 
briefly fully ahstruct) if ~o,,~,,,,~ coincides with the set-theoretic equality on the 
carrier sets of A (in particular =obs,,n,A is total). 
(2) For any class C c Alg(C) of Z-algebras, FAZoh. ,“(C) denotes the subclass of the 
fully abstract algebras of C, i.e. FA,I,,,,,(C) =&f (A E Cl A is fully abstract). 
Note that the behaviour A[X,,]/Z+,,,,,,. of any C-algebra A is fully abstract. The 
following theorem shows that the model class of an observational behaviour specihca- 
tion behaviour SP wrt Obs, In coincides with the closure of the class of the fully 
abstract models of SP under the observational equivalence of algebras (cf. Theorem 
6.8 in [lo]). 
Theorem 7.6. For any class C G Alg(C) of C-algebras and any specijcation SP rvith 
signature Z the ,jbllowing holds: 
(1) If‘ C is closed under isomorphism, then Beh+_ (C) = Abs,Ub9,1n(FA Z,)h_ ,”(C)l 
(2) Mod(behaviour SP wrt Obs, In) = Abs,,,, ,,( FA_.,” (Mod(SP))). 
The next proposition (cf. [lo, Proposition 6.101) points out the compatibility 
of the characterization Theorems 7.4 and 7.6. It shows that the model class 
of (SP + SP/zo,,,,,) is just cla ss of the fully abstract models of SP. Hence, 
Mod(abstract(SP + SP,/% ) wrt Obs, In) is the same as Abs_ ,,(FA,O,,~,,,:(Mod(SP))). 
Proposition 7.7. For any specijication SP with signature 1, 
FA :<> ,,.,,, I (Mod(SP)) = Mod(SP/ %bs, I” + SP). 
7.2. Obseraational theories 
According to the generalization of the standard satisfaction relation to the obser- 
vational satisfaction relation we define the observational theory of a class C of 
E-algebras as follows. 
Definition 7.8 (Observational theory). Let C G Alg(C) be a class of C-algebras. The 
observational theory of C, denoted by Th=O,,,,,(C), is defined by 
Th =Oh, JC) =&f {C-formula I$ A (=_ I,,n 4 for all A E C}. 
In the following C l=+,h5,,n 4 is an equivalent notation for $~Th_,,,,,(c). 
The following proposition is useful for the characterization of observational 
theories. Part (1) of the proposition can be inferred from the factorizability of 
%obs,,” (cf. Lemma 4.14) and from Theorem 7.2. Part (2) follows from the definition of 
full abstractness. 
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Proposition 7.9. For all C-algebras A, B and all C-formulas 4 the following holds: 
(1) If A =Obs,In B then A I==,,,,,. 4 if and only ifB I==,,,,,. 4. 
(2) Zf A is fully abstract then A +_,,,,,. 4 if and only if A + 4. 
As a consequence of Theorem 7.2, Proposition 7.9 and Theorem 7.6(l) we see that 
observational theories can be characterized in the following way (cf. also [lo]). 
Corollary 7.10. For any class C of C-algebras, we have 
(1) T&x%,” (C) = Th(C/=o,,,,,). 
(2) Th ,,,,,,,(Abs=o,,,,.(C)) = Th q,bs.,n CC). 
(3) T&s,,” (FL,,.,~ (C)) = Th(FL,,,,” (C)). 
(4) If C is closed under isomorphism, then Th_,_ (Beh,,,,,“(C)) = Th(FA-_ObP,In (C)). 
If C = Mod(SP) is the model class of a specification SP then, according to Corollary 
7.10(l), we have for any C-formula 4, 
(*) Mod(SP) I==-_0h\,fn 4 if and only if Mod(SP/Zob,,,,) I= 4. 
Hence, for proving the observational validity of formulas over a specification SP one 
can always use the proof system for standard satisfaction for the observational 
quotient of SP as presented in Section 5. Then, as a consequence of Corollary 5.16, we 
obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.11 (Proving observational theorems). Let SP be a specijcation with signa- 
ture Z and let q5 be a C-sentence. Then SP/%obS,I,, k $4 ifand only if Mod(SP) ~_+ 4. 
8. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have presented sound and complete proof systems for first-order 
properties of structured specifications with observability operators and for proving 
implementation correctness. For dealing with reachability and observational equality 
the proof systems include infinitary (semi-formal) proof rules. In Section 7.2 we have 
also shown that observational theorems over a specification can be reduced to 
“standard” theorems and hence can be proved using the axioms and the rules of our 
proof system. This approach is, however, completely different from the proof tech- 
nique for behavioural theorems developed in [S] because there a different logical 
framework is used which is based on an axiomatization of the observational equality 
and not on infinitary proof rules. Comparing the complexity of the two different 
approaches it seems that the difficulty of applying infinitary context induction proof 
rules corresponds to the problem of reducing an infinitary axiomatization of the 
observational equality to a finitary one as discussed in [S]. As an intermediate step 
the method of [37] can be considered where context induction is not completely 
avoided but simplified by an efficient optimization technique. Recently, it was shown 
in [32] that in a higher-order logical framework a finitary axiomatization of the 
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observational equality is possible; but then the problem is how to handle the complex- 
ity of the higher-order axiomatization. 
In the presented specification formalism the observability operators are treated as 
specification building constructs inside the language. In particular, the observational 
behaviour operator may be applied in any subexpression of a specification. Other 
possibilities are to use the observational behaviour (or the observational abstractor) 
construction only as a meta concept for defining behavioural (or abstractor) imple- 
mentations as studied in [9,47] or to use behavioural semantics as the basis of each 
construct of the specification framework as in behavioural specification logic (cf. e.g. 
[ 161) or in the approaches of [41,29]. A comparison of the advantages and disadvan- 
tages of these approaches is an interesting task of future research. 
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